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1 

ESTIMATING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF 
LIFESTYLE-RELATED FACTORS TO PREVENTABLE DEATH— 

A WORKSHOP SUMMARY 

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) of the National Academy of Science held a workshop, 
December 13–14, 2004, to estimate the contributions of lifestyle-related factors to preventable 
death. The workshop’s statement of task included these specific questions:  

•  What are the best available methods for estimating the number of preventable deaths among the 
leading causes of death in the United States? 

•  Can scientists estimate the relative contribution of lifestyle-related factors as causes of 
preventable deaths with an acceptable level of accuracy? 

•  What are the best measures of the public health burden of these preventable deaths: the number 
of preventable deaths, years of life lost, reduction in quality of years lived, disabilities caused by 
lifestyle factors, or the economic costs of death and disability? 

•  What types of estimates provide the most scientifically sound basis for public policies that aim 
to reduce preventable deaths from lifestyle-related factors? 

The workshop was sponsored by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Dr. Harvey Fineberg, President of the Institute of Medicine moderated the workshop, which 
included presentations from experts in statistical design, epidemiology, quality-of-life measures, 
communication, and public policy and discussions among the participants. Panels of experts 
addressed the following topics: methodological issues when estimating the public health burden of 
lifestyle factors; estimating “attributable risk” in practice; alternative ways of measuring the health 
burden; public policy issues. Dr. Michael Stoto, workshop rapporteur was charged with 
summarizing the highlights of the presentations and discussions from the two days and presenting 
them to the audience. At the end of the second day, Dr. Fineberg asked each participant to provide 
observations on lesson learned from the workshop and ideas for possible next steps. 

This report summarizes the workshop presentations and discussions. Neither the workshop 
nor the summary is designed to draw conclusions or offer collective recommendations. In particular, 
the section on lessons learned and next steps should be understood as observations made by 
participants. Appendix A provided the workshop agenda, Appendix B contains speaker biosketches, 
and Appendix C provides a list of the individuals who attended the workshop. 

Please note that in the summary of a number of discussions the report uses the term 
“obesity” or “poor diet and physical inactivity”. The concepts are different, as several presenters 
explain, and the terms used reflect the choice of the speakers.  
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2 PREVENTABLE DEATH WORKSHOP SUMMARY 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Moderator: Dr. Harvey Fineberg 

This workshop is designed to enrich understanding of the contribution of lifestyle-related 
factors to preventable death and guide public policy designed to combat such death and related 
disease. While most of the presentations will address measurement and interpretation, the 
workshop’s broader purpose is to raise questions about the role of preventable death as a driving 
force in public health.  

The term “preventable death” is somewhat of a misnomer, for no death is truly preventable. 
The real questions concern death’s timing and cause. The answers tell us whether death occurs 
prematurely and, if so, what can be done to prolong life through behavior change or public policy. 

The topic of preventable death poses questions that are partly philosophical, partly logical, 
partly methodological, and partly epistemological. Experts assembled here need to bear in mind the 
topic’s complexity when considering how to measure the impacts on public health of such factors 
and interpret research findings. The implications of efforts to extend life and improve its quality are 
far-reaching: they shape the actions of individuals, communities, and decision makers at local, 
national, and international levels. 

Measuring the Health Impact of Lifestyles: Scientific Challenges 

Presenter: Dr. Julie Gerberding 

The IOM offers a unique setting for scientists to discuss dispassionately efforts by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to quantify and interpret lifestyle contributions 
to preventable death. CDC can benefit by listening to, and learning from, experts who have come 
together to explore the topic, discuss controversial and emerging scientific issues, and move the 
field forward. 

The workshop aims to address the methodology of a recent CDC study of the causes of 
preventable death, as well as the broader issues it raises (Mokdad et al. 2004). Appearing in the 
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), the CDC study updated another study 
published a decade ago (McGinnis and Foege 1993). That earlier study broke new ground by 
estimating the contribution of several modifiable lifestyle factors including tobacco use, alcohol 
use, and poor diet and physical inactivity to death. The study set the stage for years of research, 
analysis, and public health policy. Yet while attempting to refine the earlier study’s estimates, the 
2004 study created controversy over its methodology. CDC also discovered, after publication, a 
computer-related computational error that slightly overestimated the contribution of diet and 
physical activity as causes of preventable death. CDC submitted an erratum to the same journal 
correcting the computation, and launched a review of its internal mechanisms of peer review. The 
corrected figure is 365,000 deaths, instead of 400,000, from poor diet and physical inactivity 
(Mokdad et al. 2005).  
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CDC’s main objective for this workshop is to improve the study’s methodology. The 
process of developing and publishing the study has brought to the fore several broad scientific 
challenges. 

Developing a Health Protection Research Agenda 

The biggest challenge is simple: there is not enough research to estimate with the precision 
that we would like ultimately to achieve the contributions of lifestyle factors to mortality, and to 
reduce their impact. Though much is known that can serve as the basis for public health action, gaps 
remain concerning how optimally to protect the public’s health by measuring the burden of disease, 
determinants of risky behavior, interventions to change lifestyle, assessing the preventable fraction 
of deaths from these factors, the cost-effectiveness of interventions, and communications to 
maximize diffusion of effective interventions. Recognizing that CDC previously gave insufficient 
priority to research on preventable death, the agency is planning—through its health protection 
research agenda—to focus on two major research gaps: measuring the preventable fraction, and 
evaluating the cost-effectiveness of interventions to reduce morbidity and mortality. 

Closing the Knowledge Gap 

CDC and the public health field have been working for four decades to weigh tobacco’s 
impact on mortality and morbidity. Despite this longstanding focus, the science is not perfect, 
particularly regarding multiple risk factors interacting in various populations and at various stages 
of life. Perfection is obviously unattainable, but we have ample, unequivocal evidence for public 
health action. Greater uncertainty surrounds the impact of diet and physical fitness on mortality and 
morbidity. Research has focused on these factors for less than a decade, and views diverge on 
methods for estimating the impact of diet and physical fitness, the effects of co-factors and 
interacting risk factors. Scientists need to think through what is being measured and the utility of the 
measures for the public and policymakers. One lesson CDC has learned is humility: there is no 
room for scientific arrogance and overconfidence in an emerging area of knowledge with no right 
answer. We also will often need to act (as we do in other areas of public policy) based on the 
preponderance of evidence together with other considerations (such as the costs of not acting) rather 
than wait for absolute scientific certainty. 

Bringing Together Diverse Disciplinary Threads 

The need for collaboration across disciplines, life stages, advocacy groups, and funding lines 
is great. The public health community must work together to transcend these divides to focus on the 
real people whose health needs protection. People are more than a collection of body parts and risk 
behaviors, such as tobacco use and lack of physical fitness. They and their families often face more 
than one health issue, and live in communities confronting more than one health threat. Scientific 
collaboration helps ensure a more holistic approach to protecting health. This recognition has 
propelled CDC to restructure itself to create new processes for scientific collaboration from the 
outset of research rather than at the tail end. 
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4 PREVENTABLE DEATH WORKSHOP SUMMARY 

 

Balancing Scientific Diversity and Scientific Consensus 

Science is a quest for new knowledge that thrives on healthy expression of differences, 
competing hypotheses, peer review, and self-correction. However, the public often misinterprets 
these processes, which work so well within the field, as lack of knowledge, uncertainty, or 
incompetence. Given scientific debate surrounding lifestyle risks, researchers must press for the 
best possible science and avoid “group think” and premature consensus, while also striving to 
communicate uncertainty to the public without appearing inept.  

Communicating to Policy Makers and the Public 

Scientists are often so cautious about the caveats and limitations of their findings that the 
public cannot make sense of what they are saying. The public health community needs to achieve 
the right balance between scientific language and information that non-scientists can interpret. This 
is not a new problem, but the issues surrounding diet and physical exercise illustrate very well why 
communication with the public is so challenging. 

CDC wishes to improve its methods and approaches—and, especially, to advance its 
research agenda—to provide the most accurate estimates of the health burden of various behavioral 
factors. CDC also would like to do a much better job of communicating science both internally and 
externally. Its overt goal is to overcome these challenges while creating an environment where 
efforts to advance one health issue do not detract from the importance of others. 

Attributing Risks in Preventable Deaths:  
What Metrics Best Inform Health Policy? 

Presenter: Dr. George A. Mensah 

The challenges facing public health in the twenty-first century are remarkably different from 
past challenges. Whereas infectious diseases were once the leading causes of mortality in the United 
States, today chronic diseases have taken their place. More than 1.7 million Americans die annually 
of chronic diseases. Four of those diseases heart disease, cancer, stroke, and diabetes cause 
almost two-thirds of all deaths (see Figure 1).  

One key question for health policymakers is whether death is the best measure of the 
societal burden of chronic disease. What other outcome measures might give policymakers a 
sensitive and reliable gauge of the public health impact of chronic diseases? Options include life 
expectancy, mortality from all lifestyle-related causes or specific causes, preventable deaths 
(premature mortality), disability, healthy days (quality of life), direct or indirect costs, cost-benefits, 
and return on investment. Policymakers could focus their attention on health programs and 
interventions that yield the most beneficial impact on the selected outcome measure. Health impact 
could be measured in a variety of ways, including lower mortality, better access to quality health 
services, healthier environments, expanded wellness programs, or reduced health disparities. 
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FIGURE 1. The 10 Leading Causes of Death in the United States, 2002 

SOURCE: Anderson et al. 2002. 

For example, decision makers might choose preventable death as the key measure to inform 
policy, considering that some 33 percent of all U.S. deaths can be attributed to three behaviors: 
tobacco use, physical inactivity, and poor eating habits. Or policymakers could select cost as their 
key measure and target resources to preventing the costliest conditions, which include heart disease, 
cancer, trauma, and mental disorders. As another alternative, policymakers or their counterparts in 
the business or insurance industry could focus on programs that generate the biggest return on 
investment, such as worksite programs to promote health. One study found that every dollar spent 
on Citibank’s worksite health promotion program saved nearly $5 in medical expenditures 
(Ozminkowski et al. 1999). Several other studies have found similarly high returns on investment 
for worksite health programs (Ozminkowski et al. 2002), including one study that reviewed 13 
health promotion programs (Aldana 2001). 

Other useful indices for informing policy include objective measures of morbidity such as 
hospitalizations. Policymakers interested in reducing the burden of heart attacks, for example, might 
adopt smoke-free ordinances for public places and worksites. The impact of this intervention can 
can be assessed using changes in hospital admissions. for myocardial infarction. After Helena, 
Montana, passed an ordinance in 2002 banning smoking in public places, hospital admissions for 
acute myocardial infarction decreased significantly (from an average of 40 admissions during the 
same months in the years before the law was in effect, to a total of 24 admissions during the six 
months the law was enforced). After a court order suspended the law several months later, the 
hospital admissions increased to the previous years’ average. (see Figure 2) (Sargent et al. 2004).  

The purpose of this workshop is to promote discussion on which metrics or combination of 
metrics will best inform policymakers. The agency is also seeking the best ways to communicate to 
the public and policymakers the nature of the scientific evidence, especially in complex issues such 
as obesity and health. Informing policymakers requires not only the best scientific measure(s) but 
also clear, concise, and consistent messages about the practical health implications of observed 
changes in these metrics. 
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FIGURE 2 Admissions for Acute Myocardial Infarction During 6-Month Periods June–November Before (1998-2001), 
During (2002), and After (2003) the Smoke-Free Ordinance 

SOURCE: Sargent et al. 2004. 

SETTING THE STAGE FOR DISCUSSION 

Causality 

Presenter: Dr. Richard Scheines  

The essential philosophical problem underlying this workshop is estimating the effects of an 
intervention regarding lifestyle factors and mortality from statistical associations among passively 
observed variables. For instance, scientists may know the “unmanipulated” probability [natural 
state] that a person will survive to age 80, given one hour of exercise a day and many other factors. 
However, we also want to know the “manipulated” probability [probability after imposing an 
intervention on an otherwise unmodified natural state]—the probability that a person will survive to 
age 80 given he or she is forced to do exactly one hour of exercise a day. In other words, the 
challenge is to use non-experimental data to estimate the effects of intervention. 

In a typical clinical trial, a randomization procedure determines which subjects receive a 
placebo and which receive treatment. The randomization procedure determines the distribution of 
who takes the drug and who does not, and replaces the factors that naturally might influence taking 
a drug. We can model this with causal graphs, and given the pre-manipulation joint distribution of 
all the variables and a random assignment of treatment, we can calculate the post-manipulation joint 
distribution. We cannot do this as easily when, instead of randomizing treatment, we observe things 
passively. Why? Because unless we know important features of the causal structure, we cannot use 
non-experimental associations to estimate the associations following an intervention.  
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Analysts have developed a number of approaches to calculate, estimate, or search for the 
causal structure from non-experimental data. Most of this work hinges on the connection between 
causal structure and probability in terms of independent relationships called the causal Markov 
condition. The Markov condition is the assumption that every variable is independent of its non-
effects and is conditional on its direct causes. With this assumption, we can start with a causal graph 
and compute what independence relations are predicted to be true in a distribution generated by that 
graph. We then use regression, logistic regression, contingency tables, and other analyses to 
determine what independence relations actually hold in the data to see if the predictions made by 
the causal graph holds in the data. 

The difficulty in proceeding from data to graph is that many causal explanations are 
consistent with the same set of associations or independencies. To sort these out, scientists rely on 
discovery algorithms to use any available background knowledge and statistical work to determine 
which models are causally consistent with—or explain—those data.  

While this work typically occurs informally, quite a few algorithms have been developed for 
moving from statistical data to causal equivalence classes. For instance, Spirtes, Glymour and 
Scheines (2000) have developed algorithms that are provably correct for computing the set of 
equivalent models given a set of observed associations.  

One problem with the causal graph approach is that the interventions that policymakers are 
interested in are rarely ideal, so modeling them from data is very difficult. An ideal intervention on 
X would target X directly, be exogenous to the system and completely determine P(X). Another 
problem is that when scientists estimate the effect of manipulating something, we often assume that 
the marginal difference we predict from the population we observe will be the same in another 
target population, no matter how different.  

Moreover, even though the idea of intervening and setting the value of a variable is the 
foundation on which this approach rests, what actually happens given an intervention is sometimes 
ambiguous. Serum cholesterol can be modified, for instance, by changing either its high-density or 
low-density components, or both. Depending on which of these components change, the risk of 
heart disease can rise or fall. So understanding how aggregate variables such as total serum 
cholesterol supervene on more finely grained variables that combine to form cholesterol is crucial in 
estimating the effect of interventions on preventable death. 

In summary, what has been presented here are some of the challenges faced when trying to 
calculate or estimate causal structure from data that is in non-experimental contexts, and some 
techniques that have been used to improve inferring causal claims from data. 

Attributable Risk in Epidemiology: 
Interpreting and Calculating Population Attributable Fractions 

Presenter: Dr. Steven Goodman 

The epidemiological concept of “attributable risk” is central to this workshop’s focus on 
lifestyle and preventable deaths. However, textbooks and courses for public health professionals 
rarely cover attributable risk and related epidemiological concepts in depth. Major issues concern 
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definition, terminology, properties, and interpretation, raising questions about the usefulness of the 
concept for evaluating the impact of an intervention on a population 

Terminology 

Attributable risk for a given factor in an individual is defined as the excess risk incurred by 
exposure to that risk factor, i.e. the component of overall risk “attributable” to exposure. It is 
measured by calculating the difference in risk between exposed individuals and unexposed 
individuals. The implication is that removing the exposure would reduce an exposed individual’s 
risk to that of an unexposed individual.  

For public policy purposes, a more important epidemiological concept is the “population 
attributable fraction” (PAF). Unlike attributable risk, population attributable fraction applies to a 
population rather than to an individual, and it is not a measure of “risk”. PAF is the fraction of 
disease cases in a population associated with an exposure. “Attributable” is somewhat misleading 
because it implies causality, i.e. that removal of that exposure would in fact eliminate that fraction 
of cases. We will see that is typically not true, one reason being that complex causal connections, 
such as that between obesity and mortality, are not fully understood. Still, this term is preferable to 
its synonyms (which include population attributable risk and population attributable risk percent) 
because it avoids the term “risk.” Population attributable fraction should not be confused with 
similar concepts (such as etiologic fraction,1 incidence density fraction, and preventable fraction). 
Perhaps the best term would be population associated fraction (which would maintain the same 
acronym), but for the purposes of consistency with current terminology, I will retain the term 
“attributable”. 

Population attributable fraction is the probability of the disease in the overall population (the 
average risk in both unexposed and exposed people) minus the probability of disease in the 
unexposed population.  

Prob(Disease in population) - Prob(Disease in unexposed) 
  Prob(Disease in population) 

Re-expressing the probability of disease as conditional upon exposure: 

P(Disease in pop.) = Average of risk in exposed and unexposed 
  = P(Dis│Exp) x Prob(Exp) + P(Dis│Not exp) x [1-P(Exp)] 

This general formula is very important to keep in mind because it makes clear that PAF is 
based on contrast of risks on an additive scale. In the 1950s, Levin (Levin, 1953) developed a 
simple way of calculating this ratio based on a multiplicative measure, the relative risk: 

PAF = Prevalence of exposure × (Relative Risk – 1) 
  1 + Prevalence of exposure × (Relative Risk - 1) 

Where Relative Risk = Probability (Disease in exposed) 
     Probability (Disease in unexposed) 

                                                 
1 The proportion of cases in which the exposure played an etiologic role. 
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 and P(exp) = Prevalence of exposure 

We will see later that this use of a multiplicative measure to calculate an additive contrast 
only applies in certain very simple situations, situations that rarely occur in modern epidemiologic 
analyses, and is the source of much confusion today. 

Use and Interpretation 

Proper use and interpretation of PAF requires a nuanced understanding of Levin’s formula, 
how each component is derived, and what types of outcome measures the formula requires. This 
formula and conception requires that the outcome be all-or-none, i.e. that if not for the exposure, the 
outcome would never have occurred within a defined period (e.g., birth defects, rare cancers, 
infections, injuries). PAF is not a good measure of population impact if the timing of the outcome is 
relevant. Time-related outcomes are those that would have occurred eventually (e.g. all-cause 
mortality) or almost certainly (e.g. highly prevalent age-related outcomes), and the exposure serves 
mainly to hasten occurrence. For these outcomes, other measures such as adjusted life years lost, 
may be more desirable than PAF for measuring the population impact of an intervention. 
Calculating PAFs with Levin’s formula requires actual measures of relative risk. Odds ratios, 
generated by logistic regressions, do not accurately estimate the relative risk except when the risk is 
rare (<10 percent). In addition, Levin’s formula uses the ratio of cumulative risks, not the incidence 
rate ratio, the latter being measured by two other popular regression approaches – proportional 
hazards and Poisson models. So most standard multivariate approaches to epidemiologic analyses 
do not produce the quantity that is used in the Levin formula, although they sometimes come close. 

PAFs are commonly misinterpreted as being additive, i.e. summing to 100 percent. In fact, 
PAFs are not additive when multiplicative (e.g. logistic) models of data analysis are used to 
generate the relative risk inputs, models which are standard in epidemiologic analyses. PAFs are 
also non-additive when causes are multifactorial, when individual lifestyle factors require each 
other to exert their effect, or when one factor is in the causal pathway of the other (cholesterol 
elevation and obesity, for example). The major implication of non-additivity is that it is incorrect to 
say that if 30 percent of deaths are attributable to one lifestyle factor (e.g., poor diet), then 70 
percent are due to the other factors (e.g., tobacco, alcohol, firearms, sexual behavior). As with PKU 
disease, it can be completely correct to say that a case of disease is 100 percent attributable to an 
environmental factor (phenylalanine exposure) and is also 100 percent genetic (the phenylketonuria 
[PKU] gene).  

Another caveat is that interpreting PAFs depends on properly adjusting for the impact of 
confounders (other factors that affect the risk of the outcome being studied). This adjustment is 
quite different than the adjustment that occurs in a standard multiplicative regression model, since 
even if the relative risk of an exposure is constant at different ages, the PAF associated with that 
same exposure could be quite different in populations with different age structures. This occurs for 
the same reason that a constant relative risk produces very different absolute risk differences as the 
underlying risk changes. So one cannot take a RR “adjusted for age” and then ignore the age 
structure of the population for whom the PAF is being calculated. The proper equations for 
calculating population-attributable fraction (PAF) take this into account, but it is important that we 
recognize that our intuition about multiplicative “adjustment” doesn’t apply. Interpreting PAFs also 
depends on understanding whether interactions occur between lifestyle factors and confounders 
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(obesity could interact with age to influence the risk of death, for example). Thus PAFs are not 
easily predictable from standard multiplicative measures and models. 

In addition to requiring an all-or-none outcome, PAFs (using the Levin formula) also require 
an all-or-none exposure. In the case of an exposure measured on a continuum, e.g. weight, physical 
activity, etc., we must be very careful about how we define the baseline state, i.e. the state that 
corresponds to an “elimination” of the exposure. While we can eliminate smoking, we cannot 
eliminate BMI. It is more meaningful to measure the impact of a shift in the exposure distribution, 
e.g. everyone losing 10 lbs, rather than everyone attaining an “ideal” BMI of less than 25. PAFs can 
be calculated for situations when exposures shift, but not with simple formulae.  

PAFs do not measure the proportion of cases for which a given factor plays a causal role. 
That measure is the etiologic fraction. Nor do PAFs, by themselves, indicate the impact of any 
given intervention on modifying risk, for many reasons. An intervention might not eliminate a given 
exposure, it could have adverse effects that offset its benefits, it may have effects on other factors 
that augment its benefits, and it may affect the size of the population at risk by modifying 
competing risks. Finally, and perhaps most important, we often don’t actually know what the causal 
risk effect is of changing a person’s exposure. That is, we may know the mortality risk of persons 
with a BMI of 25, and those with a BMI of 30, but this does not necessarily tell us what the risk 
change will be for a person with a BMI of 30 who drops to a BMI of 25. That person will almost 
certainly not attain the same risk of someone who is naturally at the lower level, and it may depend 
on how exactly that BMI alteration occurred, e.g. by severe calorie restriction, by diet and exercise, 
or by surgical means. This again underscores the importance of specifying the intervention designed 
to change a risk factor. 

Thus, a significant and serious problem of calculating and interpreting PAFs is that they 
confuse numbers associated with risk factors with the effects of interventions. For both policy and 
scientific purposes, it is the impact of an intervention that we are interested in, not the impact of 
changing a single risk factor in an equation; those numbers can be profoundly different. If we 
change our language and conceptualization from mathematical manipulations of isolated variables 
to assessing the effects of achievable interventions then many of the problems discussed previously 
disappear. Predicting the effects of interventions in the absence of randomized trials still remains a 
challenge, but the intervention perspective keeps us focused on the proper concepts, measures and 
actions.  

In Levin’s era, the exposure that motivated him (smoking) and the intervention (smoking 
cessation) were closely related, and the causal effect of a successful intervention was virtually 
identical to the effect predicted by the variable in equations, so these distinctions were not critical. 
But as we apply the concept he developed in much more complex settings, we must appreciate the 
nuances of its interpretation and calculation, and be careful to distinguish between the mathematical 
effects of variable changes with the health effects of interventions.  
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METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 
WHEN ESTIMATING LIFESTYLE FACTORS 

Partial Adjustment 

Presenter: Dr. Katherine Flegal  

Estimating the impact of lifestyle factors on mortality can be accomplished by calculating 
the population attributable fraction (PAF). Levin’s formula for PAF uses only two parameters: the 
prevalence of exposure to a lifestyle factor (such as obesity), and the unadjusted relative risk of 
mortality associated with that factor. However, Levin’s formula can be biased when there is 
confounding of the exposure-outcome relationship. Those circumstances require a different 
approach. 

The “weighted sum” method is one way to calculate PAF without bias when there is 
confounding. In a simple example, consider a population in which there are two subgroups and 
subgroup member is a confounding factor, because the prevalence of the exposure and the 
probability of deaths both differ by subgroup, but the relative risks are the same in the two 
subgroups. The weighted sum method calculates the number of excess deaths in each subgroup 
using Levin’s formula and then sums them to get an estimate for the entire population. To use the 
method, analysts have to know the number of deaths within each subgroup (such as the number of 
deaths among smokers and the number of deaths among never-smokers) —information usually not 
available for the U.S. population. 

The “partially adjusted” method (Mokdad et al.2004)does not require knowing the number 
of deaths in each subgroup. Instead, the method calculates the relative risk adjusted for subgroup 
membership and then applies that adjusted relative risk to the prevalence of exposure in the entire 
population, using Levin’s formula for unadjusted relative risks. This method may be referred to as 
“partially adjusted” because the relative risk is adjusted but the attributable fraction formula itself is 
not adjusted. However, this use of the formula is biased, and the magnitude of bias depends on the 
degree of confounding. In a 1998 review article, Beverly Rockhill maintained that the use of 
adjusted relative risk in a formula only appropriate for unadjusted relative risks is probably the most 
common error in PAF calculations (Rockhill 1998). 

To characterize the magnitude of the bias in the partially adjusted method applied to the 
obesity-mortality association, Flegal and colleagues (2004) constructed hypothetical examples that 
are plausible approximations of reality based on U.S. data. These scientists looked at confounding 
by age and sex, because those are strong confounders of the obesity-mortality relationship; older 
people have higher mortality rates and a lower prevalence of obesity. In this case, because this is a 
hypothetical example, the “correct” number of deaths attributable to obesity is fixed at 195,000. 
However, the partially adjusted method yields an estimate of 230,000—a 17 percent overestimate. 

Another issue in the relationship between obesity and mortality is “effect modification”: the 
relative risk of mortality associated with obesity declines with age. Typically, the relative risks for a 
PAF calculation come from a derivation cohort such as the Framingham Heart Study, and are 
applied to a target population such as the entire United States. The prevalence of exposures can be 
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derived from a population-based survey such as the National Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey (NHANES). With effect modification, the degree of bias in the partially adjusted measure 
depends on the similarity of the derivation cohort and the target population. 

The derivation cohort may differ from the target population for a variety of reasons, 
including the prevalence of obesity and the age structure. Flegal and colleagues investigated a 
number of differences. In one example, 3.4 percent of the target population was over 80 years of 
age, and the “true” number of deaths attributable to obesity was 230,000. If the elderly accounted 
for only 0.4 percent of the derivation cohort, the estimated number of deaths attributable to obesity 
would be 283,000—a 42 percent overestimate.  

In sum, the partially adjusted method attempts to solve the problem of combining adjusted 
relative risk from one cohort with exposure data from a different source by using a formula 
appropriate only for unadjusted relative risks. This approach is intuitively appealing and commonly 
used, but is not correct. The literature acknowledges that it can lead to bias, and suggests that, in the 
case of obesity and mortality, the bias from only partially adjusting for confounding is probably at 
least a 20–25 percent overestimation. The next speaker will discuss a different approach that 
addresses this problem. 

Calculating the Number of Deaths Attributable 
to a Risk Factor Using National Survey Data 

Presenter: Dr. Barry Graubard 
(Delivered by Dr. Mitchell Gail) 

A variety of studies, including nationally representative survey data, are often used to 
calculate the number of deaths attributable to a lifestyle factor such as obesity. These calculations 
rely on three essential elements: (1) a joint relative risk model for mortality for each combination (i) 
of risk factors and confounders; (2) p(ai) is the proportion of the population at age “a” with risk 
combination i estimated from a population-based survey such as NHANES; and (3) the number of 
deaths (D) obtained from vital statistics. 

The first element can be expressed in terms of adjusted relative risks (rai) for each age “a” 
and combination i of risk factor (e.g., body mass index group) and confounders (e.g., smoking, 
race). These adjusted relative risks can be estimated from a proportional hazard regression analysis 
of a cohort. These rai can then be combined with prevalence estimates, pai, for each combination of 
risk factors, the second element, at each age with the following formula: 

 
(where ao is the baseline incidence at age “a”) 

With this as a starting point, we can calculate what would happen if everyone with a 
particular risk factor and confounder combination i were transformed into a group that had the 
lowest level of the lifestyle exposure, but all the other components of the risk factor combination 
were unchanged, rai* with the following formula: 
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The PAF for each age group (ARa) is then calculated as: 

 
Once we have this fraction, we can multiply it by the number of deaths in a particular age 

group, the third element, to get the number of deaths attributable to modifying the lifestyle 
exposure. 

The prevalence estimates (pai) of each of the combinations of risk factors are from a 
nationally representative, population-based survey such as the NHANES survey, but the 
information on relative risk comes from a separate study with a population that is not necessarily 
representative of the national population. Sampling weights from the nationally representative 
survey can be applied to the ri to get unbiased estimates of ARa. 

To conclude, I have presented a method for estimating an adjusted number of attributable 
deaths from a particular lifestyle risk factor. What distinguishes this calculation from other 
approaches is that it uses the information on prevalence from the general population as a basis for 
calculating attributable risk, rather than using a representative sample of cases to determine the 
prevalence of combinations of joint risk factors. National survey data can provide representative 
data not only for relative risks but also for the prevalence of the joint risk factors. Further, survey 
methods developed over the last 20 years allow for calculating confidence intervals, taking into 
account complex sampling design.  

Caveats in Using Estimates of Deaths Attributable to Lifestyle Factors 

Presenter: Dr. Mitchell Gail 

Several challenges may arise in trying to estimate the number of deaths attributable to 
lifestyle exposure. One is that various investigators will approach similar sorts of data with very 
different goals. A modest goal might be to try to describe the attributable mortality in a target 
population, such as the U.S. population in the year 2000. (This goal is modest only if people have 
agreed on the important confounders and all the other technical issues.) A different goal is to 
establish that the lifestyle factor has a causal connection to mortality by controlling for confounders 
or investigating special subgroups. Trying to infer how many deaths could be prevented by a 
hypothetical intervention in the lifestyle factor is still another goal.  

Another challenge is difficulty in measuring the lifestyle factor. Obesity, for instance, can be 
measured in terms of body mass index (BMI), weight, or the distribution of adipose tissue. The 
lifestyle factor could be evaluated through a single measurement or repeated measurements over 
time. Determining the measure that best captures the lifestyle factor should be linked to a scientific 
understanding of what is occurring, and obtaining consensus on the measure is important.  
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To illustrate the problem, let us say that BMI is the agreed-on measure. BMI can be 
categorized in a number of ways to represent the risk-factor levels of underweight, normal weight, 
overweight, mildly obese, and obese. Suppose there is a distribution over these risk-factor levels. 
Researchers could ask what would happen if someone in the mildly obese category underreported 
weight, thus putting that person in the overweight category. Unlike the kind of error epidemiologists 
confront, in which the error distribution is thought to be independent of what they are trying to 
estimate, this error relates directly to what scientists are trying to estimate, because mildly obese 
people may try to make themselves look better. This type of measurement error can induce 
important bias. 

Researchers must also ask whether the study population is representative of the target 
population. This might not be true if there are period effects (for example, changes in treatment over 
time), if the researchers are extrapolating an earlier study to the current population, or if they are 
applying a current study to future populations. A mismatch between the study population and the 
target population could also result from self-selected cohorts, cohorts from special populations (e.g., 
nurses), or subgroups selected at the time of analysis (e.g., excluding smokers or events that 
occurred in the first five years of follow-up). Subpopulations can provide many insights about the 
role of confounding, but if a simple estimate in a particular population is the goal (e.g. U.S. 
population in 2000), some caution is needed in using data from special subgroups. 

Difficulties also arise when controlling for confounding. Some potential confounders, such 
as health status, are difficult to measure unambiguously. Measuring and controlling for time-
varying covariates is also difficult. In some cases there is ambiguity about what to control for. 
Researchers must ask whether the covariate is on a causal pathway, and the answer is not always 
clear. In addition, the covariates adjusted for in determining attributable risk must also correspond 
to those adjustments made for the component relative risks.  

The problems raised above relate to bias (the tendency of an estimate to be systematically 
too high or too low). Statistical precision is also an issue. This arises in part because different 
sources of data are used to estimate relative risk and prevalence. The required data often involve 
complex sampling, so special methods are needed to calculate confidence intervals. Also, 
confidence intervals are often wide because a small variation in relative risk can induce a large 
variation in attributable risk (Flegal et al. 2004). 

Finally, researchers must consider differences between hypothetical and achieved 
intervention effects. They must choose an appropriate exposure level or exposure distribution—the 
baseline. An intervention may fail to achieve the desired alteration in the distribution of lifestyle 
exposure. Another fundamental problem is that an observed association of exposure with mortality 
may not reflect a causal relationship between the exposure and the outcome. Finally, the 
intervention can have various effects on mortality apart from its effects on the lifestyle exposure 
(exercise recommended to reduce weight also has other effects on health, for example). Thus, the 
impact of the intervention may be hard to anticipate. 

In summary, the challenges entailed in estimating deaths attributable to lifestyle factors 
include the difficulty of defining and measuring lifestyle exposures, and the problems posed by self-
reported exposures. The latter may be subject to certain kinds of bias that are not removed by 
standard measurement error models. Other challenges include difficulties in controlling 
confounding and lack of statistical precision. Techniques are available, given the sampling plan, for 
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obtaining good estimates of precision, but there is an inherent lack of precision because of the 
nonlinearity of attributable risk, unless a study has extremely large cohorts. There are also many 
reasons why an intervention may not achieve the hypothetical estimate of its impact on mortality. 

Estimating Population Attributable Risks: 
A Simulation Model Based on the NHANES I Followup Study and NHANES III 

Presenter: Dr. Louise B. Russell 

The National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) offer ideal datasets for 
estimating the net effects of risk factors on health outcomes. Using the NHANES I Followup Study 
(a longitudinal survey begun in 1971–1975) and the NHANES III, our research team developed a 
simulation model to estimate the attributable fractions due to major risk factors for three outcomes: 
all-cause mortality, hospital admissions, and nursing home admissions. The simulation model 
enables us to manipulate these risk factors, especially in the absence of clinical trials, and then 
determine their impact on health by calculating the PAF.  

The simulation model is used to predict and compare the impact of various types of public 
heath goals (such as targeted reductions of blood pressure), and to study relationships among risk 
factors. It allows simulation of interventions to change smoking, blood pressure, total cholesterol, 
physical activity, body mass index, and chronic conditions such as diabetes. The projection 
methodology controls for age and sex. Combined with other analyses, such as cost-effectiveness 
analysis (see the later presentation by L. Russell), the simulation model can be used to generate a 
comprehensive picture of prevention and health.  

The NHANES are large and representative datasets of the adult U.S. population. Through 
interviews and physician examinations, they measure major known risk factors. NHANES I was 
fielded from 1971 to 1975, with follow-ups to 1992 to collect data on mortality, hospitalizations, 
and nursing home admissions. Our research team developed a series of regression equations based 
on the NHANES I Followup Study to arrive at the net effects of each risk factor on health 
outcomes. The model was not a test of the risk factors; rather, the risk factors were a test of the 
model. 

The equations were first validated to show that the major risk factors did indeed have a 
statistically significant impact on health outcomes: they also generated risk ratios that were 
reasonable in light of the published literature. Moreover, equations based on followup data through 
1987 projected well to the 1992 NHANES findings. The equations were then updated with the 1992 
data. 

The equations can be applied to any cohort of adults for which data on the same risk factors 
are available. In the current version of the simulation model, they are applied to NHANES III 
adults. NHANES III was fielded from 1988 to 1994 and is more representative of today’s adults, 
who smoke less and are more overweight.  

As an example of how the model can be used, we recently applied it to estimate the effects 
of prehypertension, the new category of risk identified in 2003 by the Joint National Committee on 
Prevention,Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure. The model was used to 
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calculate the PAF for two scenarios: 1) eliminating residual hypertension by reducing systolic blood 
pressure (SBP) to 139 mm Hg for all NHANES III adults with SBPs of 140 mm Hg or higher, and 
2) eliminating both residual hypertension and prehypertension by reducing SBP to 119 mm Hg for 
NHANES III adults with SBPs of 120 mm Hg or higher. The simulation found that prehypertension 
and residual hypertension accounted for nearly 14 percent of deaths, 4.7 percent of hospital 
admissions, and nearly 10 percent of nursing home admissions (Russell et al. 2004; see Figure 3). 
Prehypertension alone accounted for more than half of those percentages.  

 
FIGURE 3 Simulation: Hospitalizations, Nursing Home Admissions, and Deaths Attributable to Prehypertension and 
Residual Hypertension in adults aged 25-74 

SOURCE: Russell et al. 2004. 

This simulation model provides a framework for consistently estimating attributable risk for 
different lifestyle factors. It enables valid comparisons of alternative interventions and programs. 
The same methods could be used with other large longitudinal datasets such as the Framingham 
Heart Study. 

Discussion of Methodological Issues When Estimating Lifestyle Factors 

Discussants voiced the following points: 

•  The analysis of PAF from large, nationally representative surveys (e.g., NHANES) is limited by 
the nature of the data. Most surveys collect data on individual risk factors, yet neglect to obtain 
data on the social and regulatory context in which individual risk factors occur. The social and 
regulatory context can also be manipulated.  

•  Empirical evidence that regulatory manipulations affect a health outcome can implicate the 
regulatory environment as part of the causal pathway.  

•  PAF analyses tend to ascribe death to a single cause or risk factor when, in fact, multiple causes 
of mortality often interact. Explaining interactive causes to the public may be easier than trying 
to parse out, by analyzing data, a single cause of death.  

•  Phenylketonuria (PKU) illustrates that when two risk factors interact (e.g., genes and 
phenylalanine exposure), it is important to focus on the PAF of the manipulable factor 
(phenylalanine exposure) rather than the genetic cause, which cannot be manipulated. 
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•  Sample re-weights in the analysis bring the calculations of PAF closer to the true PAF than do 
the empirical data.  

•  Quasi-experimental studies showing pre-post changes in population disease patterns (such as the 
study of Helena, Montana, by Sargent et al. 2004) are very useful because they help validate the 
PAF models discussed at this workshop. But their value is greatest when there is a close 
temporal relationship between the risk factor (e.g., smoking) and certain outcomes (e.g., cardiac 
admissions), as opposed to situations with a long lag time (e.g., lung cancer). 

•  If PAFs for obesity and mortality are not calculated with proper stratification by age, the effect 
will likely be overestimated, but the magnitude of the overestimation is not fully known. One 
ballpark estimate was that the overestimation was about 100,000 deaths. Regarding other 
interactions, generalizing about whether the result could be an overestimation or an 
underestimation is difficult. 

The greatest impact on public health will occur if analysts examine their hidden assumptions about 
where it is feasible to intervene or manipulate a risk factor’s effect. 

ATTRIBUTABLE RISK IN PRACTICE: EXAMPLES FROM THE FIELD 

Overview of Actual Causes of Death, 1993 

Presenter: Dr. J. Michael McGinnis 

The predecessor study to CDC’s analysis of attributable risk examined actual causes of 
death in 1990 (McGinnis and Foege 1993). My co-author and I had three goals in completing the 
1990 analysis. They included raising awareness of preventable deaths and enhancing a prevention 
perspective; quantifying the impact of lifestyle factors on number of deaths, allowing policymakers 
and the public to compare those factors; and allowing analysts to track progress on reducing the 
impact of lifestyle factors.  

Drawing on published reports between 1987 and 1993, we assigned point estimates to each 
preventable factor, or manipulable cause of premature death. We chose our point estimates from 
ranges and then rounded them for reporting purposes. To avoid the appearance of precision and 
underscore our findings as estimates, we used the following rounding rules: we rounded point 
estimates over 100,000 to the nearest 100,000, point estimates over 50,000 to the nearest 10,000, 
and point estimates below 50,000 to the nearest 5,000. We corrected for rudimentary double-
counting (e.g., overlaps of alcohol with motor-vehicle fatalities, or alcohol with firearm fatalities), 
but not for double-counting embedded in a given study's report of attributable fractions. We found 
that the nine factors we analyzed accounted for about half of all deaths in 1990, with tobacco and 
diet/physical activity playing leading roles (see Table 1).  

TABLE 1 Findings on Actual Causes of Death, 1990 

Cause 1990 no. (est.) 
Tobacco 400,000 
Diet/activity patterns 300,000 
Alcohol 100,000 
Microbial agents 90,000 
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Cause 1990 no. (est.) 
Toxic agents 60,000 
Firearms 35,000 
Sexual behavior 30,000 
Motor vehicles 25,000 
Illicit use of drugs 20,000 
Total 1,060,000 
All causes 2,150,000 

Our initial intention was to separate the impact of diet on mortality from that of physical 
activity. We decided to link the two after realizing that obesity was an important common 
denominator, and that the epidemiological literature did not adequately differentiate the 
contributions of the two. Because the evidentiary base was fragile, we used the lower bound of the 
estimates for diet/activity. 

We recognized several methodological shortfalls and areas in need of attention. Those were 
large then and remain large today. The need for better understanding of the absolute impact of 
etiologic factors on disease and disability is great. The focus should include deaths occurring before 
age 80 or 85 instead of age 75, which was the focus of our calculations. The impact should be 
expanded to cover morbidity and quality of life in addition to death. More attention should be given 
to the impact of socioeconomic factors and access to healthcare. The resource implications of 
addressing premature death and disability also need to be addressed. 

In our editorial accompanying the CDC study (McGinnis and Foege 2004), we noted that the 
non-obesity component of the impact of poor diets and sedentary lifestyles was likely greater than 
the 15,000 deaths reported by CDC. This is a salient research topic for the coming months and 
years. But the main point of our editorial was to appreciate the similarities across the two papers: 
despite different approaches and separation by a decade, the estimates were of similar overall 
magnitude. Both then and now, tobacco, diet/activity, and alcohol were the three leading causes of 
death. We also pointed out that the impact of tobacco is declining (after accounting for population 
growth), while the impact of diet/activity is growing. 

Rationale for Actual Causes of Death, 2000 

Presenter: Dr. Donna Stroup 

This presentation addresses CDC’s rationale for updating the 1990 study of actual causes of 
death by McGinnis and Foege (1993) and outlines our most recent efforts.  

Over the past decade the country has seen a substantial shift in lifestyle patterns. Because of 
the widespread use of the 1993 study, we embarked on an updated study to determine if a 
measurable shift in lifestyle-related causes of death had occurred during the 1990s. The new study, 
published in JAMA (Mokdad et al. 2004), was a classic replication study: its methodology was 
largely similar to that of the earlier study, in order to allow for comparisons of the 1990 and 2000 
estimates. We used published causes of death reported for 2000, relative risk and prevalence 
estimates from the published literature, and readily available government reports.  

One additional objective was to provide a methodology that states could replicate. National 
estimates—while useful for asking questions and fostering training—were of limited value to states, 
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which need to customize analyses for decision makers. We hoped that our methodology would be 
readily available to state and local agencies. 

We found that mortality rates from heart disease, stroke, and cancer declined between 1990 
and 2000, while behavioral changes led to greater prevalence of physical inactivity, poor diet, and 
diabetes. We showed that a large proportion of the more than 2 million deaths each year in the 
United States are preventable through lifestyle changes, such as tobacco cessation, better nutrition, 
and increased physical activity (Mokdad et al. 2004). 

The 2004 article attracted considerable media coverage. Part of that coverage focused on 
competing risk factors, which this workshop can address. The article also spurred letters from some 
scientists about our methods and assumptions. During the past decade, other investigators have used 
different approaches to analyze the health burden associated with conditions and risks. Some groups 
of scientists contend that the methodology we used actually underestimated obesity-related deaths. 

We undertook a post-publication review of the 2004 paper and, in so doing, discovered an 
error in our computations caused by a computational mistake. This error produced an overestimate 
of the number of deaths caused by poor nutrition and physical activity. We published an erratum in 
JAMA (Mokdad et al. 2005). However, our overall finding still shows a substantial increase in 
diet/activity-related mortality compared with McGinnis’s figure for 1990. 

Neither the Department of Health and Human Services nor any other part of the government 
tried to influence the design or outcome of our study or the presentation of findings. The error in the 
2004 publication was simply a computational mistake. Our overall conclusions remain unchanged: 
tobacco use, poor nutrition, and physical activity are lifestyle choices that contribute to the largest 
number of deaths. The number of deaths from the constellation of risks and conditions related to 
poor nutrition and physical activity is also growing.  

After the article was published, several independent scientists, including statisticians, 
reviewed our approaches and discovered no other computational errors. A post-publication 
review—which included scientists from the National Institutes of Health and the Agency for Health 
Care Research and Quality—made it clear, however, that significant scientific questions remain 
regarding the best methods for assessing the number of deaths and the overall burden of disease 
from specific modifiable risks and causes. Different investigators examining the same set of issues 
have used different approaches. The letters that followed our study's publication discussed the lack 
of standard approaches.  

To address the clear need for greater consensus, CDC initiated this workshop. We believe 
that more information on the health burden represented by years of life lost, healthcare costs, quality 
of life, and morbidity would be of great value to both researchers and policymakers.  

We cannot afford to ignore these leading causes of death, and we must maintain a strong 
public health commitment to fighting tobacco use, poor nutrition, and physical inactivity. This 
workshop is important in airing some of the assumptions and attributes of these methodologies. 
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The Numbers Are the Easy Part: 
Interpreting and Using Population Attributable Fractions 

Presenter: Dr. Beverly Rockhill 

Beyond the statistical calculations discussed at this workshop, researchers must address a 
number of conceptual and philosophical issues to properly interpret and use population attributable 
fraction (PAF). The key question is whether the calculation of PAF suggests realistic and effective 
prevention strategies. 

PAF will rise with an increasingly broad definition of exposure (e.g., an increasingly broad 
definition of “overweight/obese”), as long as every group added to the exposed group has a relative 
risk greater than 1.0, compared to the remaining unexposed. This means that if the definition of 
exposure is broadened, the proportion exposed goes up, and even though the overall relative risk 
(comparing all exposed to unexposed) may go down, the PAF will rise. Thus, the PAF can usually 
be made high simply by defining exposure so that nearly everyone—or at least a large proportion of 
the population—is labeled as exposed. This illustrates, in a subtle way, the tremendous difficulty of 
communicating this kind of information to individuals. 

The question of how to interpret PAF when nearly everyone in the population is exposed is 
thus raised. One implication of a PAF calculation which has employed a broad definition of 
exposure is that nearly the entire population will have to shift in terms of their exposure distribution 
to achieve the calculated reduction in risk in the population. Further, from a statistical standpoint, it 
means that the PAF estimate will be highly unstable. 

The core definition of PAF depends on the notion of a causal association between the 
exposure(s) underlying the estimation and the outcome being considered. PAF calculations do not 
help us understand the occurrence of disease; their value lies in what they can tell us about potential 
prevention strategies. However, the tendency to equate the concepts of “attribute,” “explain,” and 
“cause” leads to problems in interpreting PAF calculations. Those words can be both misleading 
and alarming. They are misleading because they seem to imply that we suddenly know something 
about disease that we did not know before. They are alarming to the many people who have the risk 
factors but who are not going to wind up with the disease.  

Furthermore, the natural result of conflating explanation with cause is that PAFs are 
commonly misinterpreted as the proportion of cases who actually have the risk factors. But a PAF 
has no meaning for individuals. The fact that the attributable fraction for obesity and inactivity has 
risen over the past 10 years should not make it any more or less urgent for an individual to think 
about changing his or her behavior. 

In conclusion, researchers need to keep several points in mind: 

•  The population attributable fraction depends on the exposure cutoff point. Estimates can be 
made high—and they will become very imprecise—if analysts consider a high proportion of the 
population exposed to the risk factor. 

•  The choice of exposures, or “causes,” is often arbitrary and sometimes even meaningless. Some 
estimates of attributable fraction include exposures simply because data are available. 
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•  A population-level interpretation of attributable fraction is necessary. To avert a relatively small 
number of cases, many people have to change their exposure. Communicating this to individuals 
is difficult. 

•  The population attributable fraction does not have meaning at the individual level because it 
says nothing about the causes of individual cases, or about which cases are or will be 
attributable to the exposure. The fact that we know that a certain number of deaths in the United 
States will be due to inactivity, obesity, or breast cancer risk factors tells us nothing about which 
individuals will die as a result of those exposures. To an individual, the attributable fraction has 
no meaning, but it does have meaning for those working on prevention policy. 

Thus, plugging in relative risk and the prevalence of exposure is comparatively easy. The 
harder part is deciding what cutpoints are meaningful, in terms of separating “exposed” from 
“unexposed.” Harder still is the key question underlying all PAF analyses: what is the implication 
of the analysis for a realistic and effective prevention strategy that will shift exposure in a high 
proportion of the population? 

Estimating the Health Impacts Attributable to Alcohol 

Presenter: Dr. Robert Brewer 

Excessive drinking is the third leading lifestyle-related cause of death in the U.S. and results 
in approximately $180 billion in economic costs per year. However, most excessive drinkers are not 
alcohol dependent.  

More than a decade ago, CDC released a software program, ARDI2, to help states assess the 
public health impact of alcohol consumption. Prepared as a Lotus spreadsheet program, the software 
was designed to estimate alcohol-related impacts, including deaths, years of potential life lost 
(YPLL), and economic costs. In the last few years, CDC has sought to update the software, both 
scientifically and technically, and release it as a Web-based application. The project, funded by the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, highlights methodological issues involved in determining public 
health impacts due to excessive drinking. 

CDC began its update of ARDI software by convening a work group of experts in alcohol 
and public health. The work group was charged with choosing a conceptual approach, updating the 
list of alcohol-attributable conditions, selecting risk estimates or alcohol-attributable fractions, and 
choosing prevalence cutoff points.  

Consistent with the goals of the U.S. Public Health Service’s Healthy People 2010 and the 
recommendations of the World Health Organization, the work group decided to primarily focus on 
the health impacts of excessive drinking. However, the work group felt that the software should also 
be designed to accommodate the assessment of health impacts from any alcohol consumption. In 
addition, they decided to separate chronic from acute conditions, and to rely on data sources that are 
readily available to state health departments, such as the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 
System (BRFSS). 

                                                 
2 This software is known as ARDI, for Alcohol-Related Disease Impact  
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 One of the key activities of the work group was to determine the methods that would be 
used to estimate Alcohol-Attributable Fractions (AAFs) for the 54 alcohol-related conditions that 
they selected for ARDI. Some conditions (e.g., alcoholic cirrhosis of the liver) are 100 percent 
alcohol-attributable (AAF=1.0); thus, all deaths from these conditions are included in ARDI 
estimates of alcohol-attributable deaths. However, most conditions are only partially attributable to 
alcohol (AAF <1.0). The methods used to estimate the AAFs for these conditions vary, depending 
on whether they are chronic (e.g., chronic hepatitis) or acute (e.g., drowning). For most chronic 
conditions (e.g., liver cancer), AAFs are calculated using Levin’s formula. The relative risk 
estimates for calculating these AAFs are obtained from meta-analyses, and prevalence data on 
alcohol use are obtained from the BRFSS. For most acute conditions (e.g., injuries), AAFs are 
based on studies or surveillance systems (e.g., the Fatality Analysis Reporting System) that 
collected direct measurements of the blood alcohol concentration of decedents.  

Once the AAF is known, alcohol-attributable deaths can be easily calculated using the 
following equation: 

Alcohol-Attributable Deaths = AAF x Cause-specific Mortality 

To calculate YPLLs, the work group stratified alcohol-attributable deaths by gender and age 
using standard five-year age groupings. These age- and sex- specific death estimates are then 
multiplied by the corresponding estimate of life expectancy.  

National estimates of deaths and YPLL due to excessive alcohol consumption for 2001 were 
published in CDC’s “Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report” in September 2004, at which time 
the new ARDI software was also released. In 2001, there were over 75,000 alcohol-attributable 
deaths and 2.3 million YPLLs. Some 46 percent of these deaths were due to chronic conditions, and 
72 percent of them involved men. 

One of the largest limitations in estimating the public health impact of excessive drinking 
relates to prevalence: the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System and other surveys 
substantially underreport alcohol use. Another problem is that the risk estimates used in ARDI were 
calculated by using average daily alcohol consumption levels that begin at levels greater than those 
typically used to define excessive drinking in the United States. Finally, age-specific estimates of 
AAFs were available only for motor-vehicle traffic deaths, despite the fact that alcohol involvement 
varies by age, especially for acute conditions. For these and other reasons, the estimates of deaths 
and YPLLs likely understate the true public health impact of excessive drinking in the United 
States. 

Estimating Deaths Attributable to Alcohol Consumption 

Presenter: Dr. Michael Thun 

Efforts to quantify the number of deaths attributable to alcohol consumption have 
confronted many of the same methodological difficulties that complicate estimation of deaths 
attributable to diet/inactivity. The CDC has developed a standardized method for calculating 
population-atttibutable burden that minimizes variation in the estimates. Consequently, four U.S. 
epidemiological studies showed relatively small variation , estimating that 2.7–4.5 percent of deaths 
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result from alcohol abuse. Particularly important in CDC’s efforts to standardize the methodology 
has been to establish a consistent definition of alcohol abuse, and to confine the estimates to deaths 
caused by excessive drinking, and not to consider the net effect across all levels of alcohol 
consumption. 

International studies, on the other hand, have revealed a threefold-to-fourfold (rather than 
twofold) variation in deaths from alcohol. Sources of variation include the use of different criteria 
for excessive drinking, different diagnostic categories, and varying relative risk estimates to 
calculate the attributable fraction. Sources of uncertainty or error include underreports by 
individuals of their alcohol consumption (a problem also found with reports of weight), 
underrepresentation of severe alcoholism in epidemiological studies, and the use of same relative 
risk estimate for all ages.  

Some 41 percent of U.S. deaths from excessive alcohol consumption are from external 
causes, including motor-vehicle accidents, homicide, and suicide. Cirrhosis of the liver and liver 
cancer account for 15 percent and 3 percent of alcohol-attributable deaths, respectively.  

Demographic factors such as age, gender, and socioeconomic status influence the prevalence 
of alcohol-related conditions in the population. Age, for example, modifies the balance between 
cardiovascular and external causes of death in men. Among people aged 15 to 29, the vast majority 
of alcohol-attributable deaths are from external causes, whereas after age 60 nearly 45 percent of 
such deaths stem from cardiovascular causes and only 3 percent from external causes. The relative 
risk of all-cause mortality varies by alcohol consumption, age, and cardiovascular risk, with the 
findings resembling a J-shaped curve (see Figure 4, drawn from the American Cancer Society 
cohort).3  

Thus age, consumption, and cardiovascular risk influence the relative risk estimates used to 
estimate the population-attributable fraction. When possible, researchers should stratify their 
analyses to apply the appropriate relative risk to the population denominator. 

In communicating cause-of-death findings to the public, analysts need to point out that 
estimates of PAF are not an exact science. Scientists also need to discourage the media from 
treating the findings as a horserace between the leading causes of death (tobacco and diet/activity) 
rather than focusing on the fact that both are huge causes of death. 

                                                 
3 The Cancer Prevention Study II (CPS-II) is a prospective cohort study funded and conducted by the American Cancer 
Society (ACS). 
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FIGURE 4 Relative Risk of All-Cause Mortality by Alcohol Consumption, Age, and Cardiovascular Risk, CPS-II Men 
and Women Combined 

Estimating Adverse Health Impacts Attributable to Tobacco Use 

Presenter: Dr. Corinne Husten 

This presentation summarizes the method of estimating smoking-attributable mortality by 
CDC’s Office on Smoking and Health. Since 1987, CDC has used the smoking attributable 
mortality, morbidity and economic cost application, or what we call SAMMEC,4 to estimate the 
disease impacts of smoking for the nation, for states, and for large populations. 

The method of estimating smoking-attributable deaths relies on Levin’s attributable risk 
approach. We restrict calculation of prevalence of deaths to the population aged 35 years and older. 
Because the relative risks of coronary heart disease and cerebrovascular disease decline with age, 
we stratify those risks into two groups: 35 to 64 years of age, and age 65 and above. We do not 
stratify by age for cancers and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease because age does not 
markedly affect relative risk. We have found little residual confounding (once age was taken into 
account) for education, occupation, race, alcohol use, hypertension, diabetes, and diet. We do 
stratify by sex because of the large gender differences in smoking histories and relative risk. We 
estimate prevalence and relative risk for both current smokers and former smokers because both are 
at higher risk of disease compared with people who have never smoked. Then, to avoid including 
causes of death that do not meet the Surgeon General's criteria for causality, our methodology uses 
cause-specific deaths.  

                                                 
4 This software is known as SAMMEC, for Smoking-Attributable Mortality, Morbidity, and Economic Costs. 
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We estimate that 440,000 deaths in 2000 were attributable to tobacco. That estimate has four 
components: 1) 18 tobacco-related adult diseases, 2) 4 infant conditions causally related to maternal 
smoking during pregnancy, 3) deaths among nonsmokers attributed to secondhand smoke, and 4) 
deaths from residential fires caused by smoking. 

Our greatest concern is that simple all-cause methodology can overestimate the number of 
deaths attributed to tobacco use. Death rates for smokers are higher than for non-smokers for many 
conditions, but excess deaths for some of these are unlikely to be causally related to tobacco use. 
One example would be the inclusion in mortality figures of excess deaths among smokers in motor-
vehicle accidents. While those accidental deaths could have occurred because drivers were 
distracted while lighting a cigarette, hot ash fell in their lap, or a cigarette butt flew into the back 
seat (instead of being pitched out the window) and lit a fire, the deaths are more likely due to the 
fact that smokers engage in other high-risk behaviors such as drinking and driving, and not to 
smoking per se.  

Some causes of deaths have complicated confounders, which makes it difficult to parse out 
the number of deaths attributed to smoking from those attributable to other risk factors (e.g., alcohol 
use, tobacco use, and liver cancer). We do not include conditions for which the evidence of 
causality is suggestive but still evolving (e.g., smoking and colorectal cancer). If we computed 
deaths based on all causes of death with age stratification, the estimate would be 550,000 deaths per 
year. Without age stratification, a simple all cause methodology would result in an estimate of over 
640,000 deaths per year. 

Our overall estimates are likely conservative because we include only diseases meeting the 
Surgeon General's criteria for causality; we do not include all forms of tobacco use; we do not 
include all adverse effects of parental smoking; and we could be underestimating the risk for current 
smokers by relying on a major epidemiology study by the American Cancer Society (ACS) (citation 
7 in Mokdad et al. 2004) which only assessed smoking status at the start of the study. Because some 
smokers quit during the 6 years of follow-up (and were therefore at decrease risk of disease) their 
classification as current smokers would bias the relative risk for current smoking downward. In 
addition, smoking histories of today’s smokers may be different than for smokers in the ACS study 
(done in the 1980s). 

The tobacco industry and others have challenged the validity of our estimates, often 
asserting that our methodology incorrectly classifies too many diseases as smoking-related. A 
review by the General Accounting Office concluded that our methodology was reasonable in all 
respects, including our methodological assumptions, choice of datasets, and assessment of the pros 
and cons of alternative methods and data sources (GAO 2003). We do recognize, however, that we 
need to continue to improve and refine our methodology, such as by considering using more recent 
cohort studies. However, having a single source of data for all relative risks (ACS’s large 
prospective Cancer Prevention Study), is a strength of the current methodology. We also need to 
include mortality for all forms of tobacco use, update the SHS estimates, expand the diseases caused 
by parental smoking, and to consider more stratification (by age, duration of smoking, duration of 
quitting, etc.) However, we need to balance any potential increase in precision with the potential 
loss of accuracy and increased complexity, particularly in using SAMMEC to derive state-specific 
mortality estimates. We believe that the published estimate of 440,000 smoking attributable deaths 
is a sound one; we will be updating the estimate soon, based on new diseases deemed causal in the 
2004 Surgeon General’s Report and updated prevalence estimates 
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Tobacco Use and Preventable Mortality 

Presenter: Dr. Graham Colditz 

Future PAF calculations of tobacco-related deaths face two key methodological challenges. 
First is the quality of the data on how relative risk varies with age. CDC’s Office of Smoking and 
Health has so far used only two age strata in estimates of the relative risks of ischemic heart disease 
and cerebrovascular disease (35 to 64 years, and 65-plus years). The second issue is whether CDC 
should rely on one source of relative risk estimates to calculate PAF,. For tobacco-related mortality 
this is the approach, but this is not the caase for alcohol-related mortality. The latter relies on 
multiple data sources of relative risks. 

Data on variation in relative risk by age are sparse. The American Cancer Society's 
prospective cohort study, the Cancer Prevention Study (CPS-II)—the sole source of data for 
tobacco deaths—used only two age stratifications. The results diverge with those of the British 
Doctors Study, for which 50-year follow-up data have recently been published (Doll et al. 2004). 
The British study found that the overall relative risk for lung cancer was 15.9—lower than that 
found in CPS-II. Importantly, what appears to be driving the lower relative risk in the British study 
are 218 lung cancer deaths in men under age 64. Could this finding be a cohort effect, or something 
else, rather than a true age effect? We do not know, as we are short on statistical power when 
relying solely on CPS-II. With the launch of CPS-III, estimates will become more reliable. 

There also is evidence that as life expectancy rises, the proportion of tobacco deaths 
increases among the oldest study subjects (after age 80). However, hardly any epidemiological 
baseline data on this age group are available. Is it premature to generate relative risk estimates for 
this age group, especially considering that, as the age of death rises, the accuracy of death 
certificates likely declines? This age group has multiple chronic conditions, yet no data have been 
published on the accuracy of death classifications.  

Is it appropriate to rely on CPS-II as a single data source? This dataset has been extrapolated 
to many countries besides the United States (Peto, Lopez et al 1994). However, it may 
underestimate variability in underlying relative risk. The Canadian Center on Substance Abuse—
using meta-analysis to identify relative risks from tobacco and illicit drug use—obtained lower 
relative risk estimates for lung cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and ischemic heart 
disease. The overall number of smoking-related deaths in the Canadian study was 15 percent lower 
than that estimated by CPS-II. For lung cancer alone, the Canadian meta-analysis combined 11 
studies, including CPS-II. That analysis found an overall relative risk of 30 for current smoking, 
compared with 23 from CPS-II. The relative risk for women was also different, with the Canadian 
study reporting a relative risk of 11.4, compared with 12.7 from CPS-II.  

What is not yet clear is whether these differences are cohort effects. Did the Canadians mix 
cohorts of different ages with different levels of maturity in the smoking epidemic? If the latter, the 
estimates would not apply to the current U.S. generation. Nevertheless, the Canadian study found 
tobacco the leading cause of preventable mortality. That is the message that we should emphasize to 
the public, rather than differences in study methodology.  
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Another key public message is the uncertainty in our estimates. Michael J. McGinnis 
illustrated that concept nicely when he discussed the rounding rules that he and his co-author 
devised for their 1993 study. Rounding is one way to deal with uncertainty, which we cannot avoid 
when estimating preventable deaths. But all in all, methodological issues—while important for 
refining estimates—are not likely to affect the fundamental public health message that smoking and 
obesity are major causes of preventable morbidity and mortality. 

Obesity, Weight Loss, and Mortality 

Presenter: Dr. David Allison 

This presentation covers the relationship between body mass index (BMI) and mortality, the 
relationship between body composition and BMI, the effects of weight loss, and methodological 
issues. 

The relationship between BMI and mortality depends on population, age, gender, ethnicity, 
and other factors. But, overall, the relationship appears to resemble a J-shaped curve, as analyzed in 
a meta-analysis by Troiano and colleagues (1996; see also Figure 5). The probability of death is 
elevated at both ends of the BMI spectrum, yet more so at the high end (BMI >29). The mortality 
association at low BMI is controversial, for it could be true causation or an artifact. Because illness 
makes people lose weight and also makes people die earlier, the confounding effects of illness could 
explain the apparent relationship between low BMI and mortality to some extent. But there is also 
some biological plausibility for thinness as a risk factor. 

 

 

FIGURE 5 Body Mass Index and Probability of Death  

SOURCE: Troiano et al. 1996. 

Osteoporosis and hip fractures in the elderly can lead to mortality. Being thin is a very 
plausible biological risk factor that predisposes an individual with osteoporosis to hip fractures and 
death. Smoking is an unlikely explanation for the low-BMI–mortality association, based on a meta-
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analysis published in the American Journal of Epidemiology (BMI in Diverse Populations 
Collaborative Group 1999—see citation at end). It is unclear whether confounding by preexisting 
occult disease accounts for the relationship between low BMI and mortality (Allison et al. 1999). As 
discussed later, I believe the BMI-mortality association is likely to be, in part, an artifact of the fact 
the BMI is composed of the sum of fat mass divided by the square of height and fat-free mass 
divided by the square of height (Allison et al., 19975), and direct measures of adiposity should be 
used in future research.  

There clearly is a ‘moderating’ association between age and the association of BMI on 
mortality (see Figure 6, adapted from Andres et al. 1985). How does BMI interact with age to 
influence the risk of death? The extent to which age is an effect modifier, a confounder, or both is 
still an open question. 

 

 

FIGURE 6 The association of Age with the BMI Associated with Lowest Mortality Rate 

SOURCE: Andres et al. 1985. 

The impact of BMI also can be studied in relation to other endpoints related to mortality. 
Our findings in white males show a linear relationship between BMI and expected years of life lost 
(YLLs), such that as BMI increases, so do YLLs (Fontaine et al. 2003). The effect in white males 
appear more pronounced than in other demographic groups. Obesity-associated YLLs are greatest 
among younger people with obesity. Several recent studies have also examined the direct healthcare 
costs of obesity (Allison et al. 1999; Wolfe and Colditz et al. 1998; Wee et al. 2005), quality of life, 
socioeconomic effects, and morbidity – all of which need to be considered when assessing the total 
burden of obesity. 

Researchers have studied body composition to determine whether they could parse the 
association between BMI and mortality into opposing effects of body fat and fat-free mass. 
Studying a large Danish cohort, Bigaard and colleagues (2004) found the familiar J-shaped curve 
when focusing solely on BMI in relation to mortality. When they looked at body composition (via 
body fat or fat-free mass), they found the same shape of curve, but it was not as pronounced with 
the nadir coming at earlier ages (see Figure 7). Analysts need to start retreating from relying solely 
on BMI, if possible, as is unfolding in NHANES IV. 
                                                 
5 Allison DB, Faith MS, Heo M, Kotler DP. Hypothesis concerning the U-shaped relation between body mass index and 
mortality. Am J Epidemiol. 1997 Aug 15;146(4):339-49.  
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FIGURE 7 The Association between BMI and Mortality, BFMI and Mortality, and FFMI and Mortality, Adjusted for 
smoking (BFMI and FFMI Mutually Adjusted). 

SOURCE: The Danish Diet, Cancer, and Health Study, 1993–2001 (Bigaard et. al. 2004). 
NOTE: The vertical axis is logarithmic, and data are illustrated from the 5th to the 95th percentiles (F, females; M, 
males). BFMI = body fat mass index; FFMI = fat-free mass index . 

Despite the enormous social significance, the effects of weight loss on mortality have not 
been well studied. We have just published findings from obese rats randomized to lose weight or 
not to lose weight (Vasselli et al., 20056). Regardless of diet type, animals lived substantially longer 
if they lost weight. Some non-randomized clinical trials in humans also have found that gastric 
bypass surgery lowers mortality (Christou et al. 2004; Flum and Dellinger 2004). We have found 
that fat loss conditional on weight loss among non-severely obese people is associated with reduced 
mortality rate, whereas weight loss conditional on fat loss is associated with greater mortality rate 
(Allison et al. 1999). 

                                                 
6 Vasselli JR, Weindruch R, Heymsfield SB, Pi-Sunyer FX, Boozer CN, Yi N, Wang C, Pietrobelli A, Allison DB.  
Intentional weight loss reduces mortality rate in a rodent model of dietary obesity. Obes Res. 2005 Apr;13(4):693-702.   
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The field faces several key methodological and conceptual issues. How do we best model hazard 
ratios as a function of BMI? How do we quantify uncertainty due to sampling? How do we account 
for model uncertainty? On what samples should we be deriving hazard ratios? How do we best 
incorporate adiposity values throughout the lifetime as opposed to at a single point in time? How 
and when can we start using body composition in calculating attributable mortality? 

Physical Activity 

Presenter: Dr. Steven Blair 

Calculations of attributable risk fractions have often ignored physical activity. Analysts have 
used obesity as a surrogate marker for physical activity or diet, largely for ease of data collection by 
states, but without an understanding of its empirical relationship to physical activity and diet. The 
assumption is that obesity accounts for the mortality impact of poor diet and physical activity, but 
that assumption has not been adequately tested and is unlikely to be true. Physical activity and diet 
should be measured directly to calculate attributable risk fractions. Using obesity as a surrogate for 
the behaviors of physical activity and diet confuses the issue. 

Obesity is the result of a persistent positive balance where energy intake exceeds energy 
expenditure. The obesity epidemic is driven, in my view, more by decreases in average daily energy 
expenditure than by increases in average daily energy intake. Unfortunately we do not have data on 
average daily energy expenditure or on changes in this variable, and the data we have on average 
daily energy intake are questionable. Therefore the fundamental cause of the increases in obesity 
prevalence observed over the past several years cannot be determined.  

Physical activity is a complex and repetitive behavior that is difficult to assess validly. When 
self-report measures assess physical activity with reasonable precision, or when objective measures 
of cardiorespiratory fitness are used (such as a maximal exercise test), the attributable fraction of 
deaths is substantial. A study of Harvard alumni found that inactivity accounted for 16.1 percent of 
all-cause mortality (Sesso et al. 2000). Similarly, a study of Finnish men found the attributable 
fraction 15 percent (Haapanen et al. 1997). Many large observational studies show an association 
between low fitness levels and mortality. What is lacking are randomized, controlled trials in 
humans showing greater longevity as a result of exercise, but of course such data also are not 
available for obesity. 

My group has collected data on cardiorespiratory fitness, physical inactivity, and BMI as 
part of a large prospective observational study of patients examined at the Cooper Clinic in Dallas. 
The Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study (ACLS) has enrolled more than 80,000 patients since 
1970. Mortality surveillance, which is current through 1998, revealed 4,100 deaths, mostly in men. 
One limitation of the ACLS dataset is that participants are not representative of the U.S. population; 
most are well-educated, non-Hispanic whites. 

Our recent unpublished data reveal that a greater fraction of deaths are attributable to low 
cardiorespiratory fitness than to inactivity. In men, 9.1 percent of deaths are attributable to 
inactivity, while 17.6 percent are attributable to low cardiorespiratory fitness (using the maximal 
exercise test). The attributable fractions in women are somewhat lower, although their relatively 
few deaths limit the utility of the findings. The fraction of deaths in women attributable to inactivity 
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is 2.6 percent, while the fraction attributable to low cardiorespiratory fitness is 12.1 percent. There 
appears to be a gender difference that is particularly strong for inactivity. However, the apparent 
gender difference may be due to few female deaths or limitations in the physical activity measures. 
Questionnaires tend not to measure housework and child care activities, for example.  

Our unpublished calculation of hazard ratios for overweight or obesity dropped substantially 
after we adjusted for cardiorespiratory fitness. But the hazard ratios for low cardiorespiratory fitness 
changed little after we adjusted for overweight or obesity. Cardiorespiratory fitness provides an 
objective measure that is preferable to overweight/obesity for calculating attributable mortality. 

Assessing the Effects of Multiple Public Health Interventions 

Presenter: Dr. James Robins  

Estimating the effect of interventions is the essence of causal analysis. Philosophically the 
goal is to compare events as they actually unfold to what would have happened in a counterfactual 
world where we had intervened. The overall goal is to predict what would happen if we were to 
intervene in the future. A step on the way to this goal would be to calculate the difference in the 
observed event rates to the rates that would have existed in a counterfactual world where we had 
intervened. In principle, we can make calculations of this sort by randomly assigning interventions 
(including when the interventions occur), and then comparing two population samples: those with 
and those without the interventions. This ideal experiment does not require assumptions, but it does 
require an impossibly large sample size to consider a reasonable number of risk factors and possible 
interventions.  

Even if a trial could precisely estimate the impact of an intervention on U.S. mortality from 
1983 to 2003, it would provide no direct evidence concerning the exact same intervention beginning 
in 2003 or 2013. Nor would that trial provide accurate estimates of the effect of a similar 
intervention on a population that differs from the U.S. population on both measured and 
unmeasured determinants of mortality, including smoking, cholesterol, high blood pressure, 
lifestyle patterns, and access to healthcare. 

Another problem is that calculations of attributable risk often do not carefully define the 
intervention under consideration . For example, a simple assertion about the effect of changing the 
concentration of low-density lipoprotein in the blood implicitly, but perhaps incorrectly, assumes 
that the way it is changed (such as through drugs or diet) does not matter.  

Age is an even more complicated factor, and not just as a confounder as attributable fraction 
calculations typically assume. If an intervention saves someone’s life today, that person will be a 
day older and at risk of dying tomorrow. Another way to put it is that because we all eventually die, 
the attributable fraction for any given exposure over 120 years must be zero. 

Statistical models that extrapolate beyond the observed data are needed to actually make 
estimates, and this introduces the possibility of bias stemming from model misspecification and 
other problems. Many analysts assume, for instance, that studies can adjust for confounders. 
However, even in the unlikely event that a study measured all possible confounders, there would not 
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be enough data to discriminate among multivariate models that fit the data equally well but that 
produce different estimates of the intervention’s effect. 

Our calculations based on the Framingham offspring cohort study provide an application of 
these ideas. That study examined 5,124 subjects at 4 year intervals over 20 years. Coronary heart 
disease (CHD) was the primary outcome variable, and the study measured and examined the effect 
of a variety of common risk factors, although information on dietary fat intake was not available. A 
Monte Carlo simulation estimated the proportion of people who would develop CHD under each 
intervention—wherein the joint distribution of CHD and the risk factors roughly equals the joint 
distribution implied by the parametric g-formula.7 The results obtained are only valid under the 
assumptions of correct model specification and of no unmeasured confounding factors. A typical 
result is that the 20-year risk of CHD would drop 8.46–7.65 percent if 50 percent of smokers quit 
smoking at baseline. These results are limited, however, by the unavailability of data on relevant 
confounders and the small number of CHD events, especially for women. The possibility of model 
misspecification is also a concern because of sensitivity of the parametric g-formula results to the 
choice of specification. 

Discussion of Attributable Risk in Practice: Examples from the Field 

Discussants voiced the following points: 

•  Researchers have devoted inadequate attention to measuring high-fat diets and high sulfide 
levels. These two are the fundamental causes of cardiovascular disease. 

•  When reporting PAF, studies should provide intervals instead of rounded point estimates, and 
should not rank lifestyle factors. Authors should not report their best guess if they think it is 
very imprecise.  

•  CDC needs to stratify on age when calculating PAFs for obesity. Without this stratification, 
obesity estimates have about a 30 percent error. According to Dr. Husten's presentation, using 
all-cause mortality—rather than age stratified by causes of mortality—inflates smoking 
estimates by 50 percent.  

•  Age stratification is possible given access to raw data such as from NHANES, but not if analysts 
are relying on relative risks from the peer-reviewed literature. CDC stratified where it could, 
and used age-adjusted estimates where available.  

•  Deaths related to alcohol should not be characterized as from alcohol abuse. CDC’s choice of 
excessive drinking instead of alcohol abuse—which is a diagnosis from the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV (DSM-IV) —was deliberate: the agency was trying to 
capture deaths that result from too much drinking. The most common pattern of excessive 
drinking is episodic intoxication. Individuals who drink heavily and regularly may or may not 
meet the criteria for a DSM-IV–diagnosable condition related to alcohol. In fact, work in some 
states shows that people with alcohol diagnoses are a relatively small proportion of excessive 
drinkers.  

                                                 
7 The g-formula (Robins, 1986) is a general nonparametric method that allows estimation of the counterfactual 
proportions under the assumption of no unmeasured confounders. 
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•  What is the future of using observational data to understand the impact of interventions? Dr 
Robbins’s presentation seemed bleak in suggesting that scientists should devote all their 
resources to experimental data instead of observational data.  

•  Ultimately, the answer is empirical. We need many observational analyses done well, as well as 
many randomized trials. Comparing results of the two types of studies will allow us to 
understand the value of observational data. 

•  We need a theory about why the relative risk relationship changes with age, to determine the 
best methodology to apply to age stratification. One example concerns cholesterol and age: the 
importance of cholesterol as a risk factor declines with age. This finding led the field to question 
whether cholesterol-reducing interventions would be less effective in the elderly. Intervention 
trials showed that was not the case, suggesting instead that confounding was responsible for the 
declining importance of cholesterol with age. So before we change the relative risk of obesity 
with age, we need to better understand what is occurring. 

ALTERNATIVE METRICS OF BURDEN 

Analysts in the fields of economics, public health, medicine, and health policy commonly 
use several metrics of disease burden in addition to mortality. These include quality-adjusted life 
years, years of healthy life, and disability-adjusted life years. In different ways, these metrics merge 
estimates of life expectancy with morbidity measures of quality of life for a given disease or disease 
groupings. This portion of the workshop addresses these metrics: their applications, benefits, and 
limitations for measuring disease burden from lifestyle-related factors. 

Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) 

Presenter: Dr. Allison B. Rosen 

Quality-adjusted life years, or QALYs, are commonly used for economic assessments of 
medical interventions, but they can also provide comparative information on which of many 
interventions produce the greatest public health gains for the resources expended. Unlike earlier 
metrics—such as events averted—QALYs allow for comparisons across different interventions and 
different diseases by capturing morbidity and mortality in a single common metric. While the U.S. 
Public Health Service’s Panel on Cost-Effectiveness recommends QALYs for use in the 
denominator, or benefit, of cost-effectiveness analyses, QALYs also have inherent appeal for 
measuring and tracking disease burden, particularly when diseases have a marked impact on quality 
of life, as with obesity and other lifestyle-related health conditions.  

QALYs represent the benefit of a health intervention in terms of time spent in a series of 
quality-weighted health states, in which the quality weights reflect the desirability of living in that 
health state. These states range from perfect health (weighted at 1.0) to death (weighted at 0) (see 
Figure 8). Once the quality weights—or utilities—for each health state are obtained, they are 
multiplied by the time spent in each state, and the products are then summed to obtain the total 
number of QALYs.  
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FIGURE 8 QALY Calculation  

QALYs require knowledge about life expectancy and health-related quality of life 
(HRQOL), yet, there is a lack of consensus on the best methods to assess the latter. HRQOL has 
two components: a description of the health state or its associated health status, and an assessment 
of preference for that health state. HRQOL can be assessed using preference-based methods (in 
which preferences for health states are elicited directly) or non-preference-based methods (in which 
health status is directly assessed but pre-existing preference weights are applied to the measured 
health status).  

Preference-based assessments commonly employ standard gamble, time tradeoff, or rating 
scale methods. The first two involve explicit choices, while rating scales do not. In the standard 
gamble, the respondent is asked to compare life in a suboptimal health state with a gamble between 
two alternate outcomes: perfect health or death. The probabilities are varied until the respondent is 
indifferent between the suboptimal health state and the gamble. In the time tradeoff, the respondent 
is asked to choose between life in a suboptimal health state for a fixed amount of time, and life in 
perfect health for a shorter period of time. The life expectancy in perfect health is varied until the 
respondent is indifferent. These indifference points are then used to calculate utilities for the 
suboptimal health state. While different methods may yield different utilities, compared to standard 
gamble, the time tradeoff has been found relatively valid, whereas rating scales, while easy to use, 
have been found more subject to measurement bias. 

Non-preference-based instruments, which directly measure respondents’ health status and 
then apply pre-existing preference weights, include the Health Utilities Index (HUI), Quality of 
Well-Being Scale (QWB), EuroQOL (EQ-5D), Health and Activities Limitation Index (HALex) 
and others. These instruments differ in how they define the relevant domains of health, as well as 
the techniques and the source population (often non-U.S.) used to obtain preference weights. 
Additionally, sizable differences have been reported in the preferences obtained from different non-
preference based instruments, and in the preferences obtained using non-preference-based compared 
to preference-based assessments. 
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Regardless of the assessment method, preferences may differ depending on the source 
population they are elicited from. The U.S. Public Health Service's Panel on Cost-Effectiveness 
recommends that community members designate preferences, while others advocate for patient 
preferences. For burden of disease studies, community preferences collected by means of our 
national surveys are appealing because they provide both community preferences and, when subset 
into respondents with the condition of interest, patient preferences as well. 

Two alternatives to QALYs merit mention: disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), and 
years of healthy life (YHLs). The former incorporates years of life lost and years lived with 
disability into a common metric, with the disability weights determined by an expert panel. The 
latter integrates life years with quality weights obtained by maximizing the correlation between the 
two health domains (activity limitations and self-perceived health) measured by the HALex. While 
the HALex is attractive because of its ease of collection (e.g., through CDC’s National Health 
Interview Survey), its sensitivity to changes in health across a broad spectrum of diseases and 
population subgroups has yet to be explored.  

QALYs are an appealing measure of disease burden for national efforts to measure the 
impact of lifestyle-related factors on morbidity and mortality. They are the recommended health 
metric for reporting the cost-effectiveness of interventions. They incorporate patient preferences, 
which are critical in moving toward patient-centered valuations of health and healthcare. 
Community preferences, however, are likely the most appropriate for calculating QALYs used to 
track population health. While many national surveys are starting to collect data for preference-
weighted measures of health status, most efforts have focused on measuring changes in health status 
and then applying preexisting preferences. Because there is no clear reason to believe that 
preferences for health states are static, it may be time for national surveys to also include a direct 
preference-based measure, such as the time-tradeoff. This may allow for comparison of the 
performance of various measures over time for different diseases and different population 
subgroups. 

Comparative Risk Assessment (DALYS) 

Presenter: Dr. Christopher Murray* 

In 1999, the World Health Organization (WHO) launched a comparative risk assessment of 
25 leading risk factors worldwide. In a series of analyses, the Comparative Risk Assessment 
Collaborating Group measured disease burden and mortality attributable to the 25 risk factors. 
Those factors included high body mass index (BMI), cholesterol level, physical inactivity, and 
related indicators of diet or inactivity (Ezzati et al. 2002).8 We focused on 14 epidemiological 
subregions of the world. 

To measure disease burden, we used the common metric disability-adjusted life years, or 
DALYs. DALYs refer to years of healthy life lost to premature death or disability, and allow 
analysts to compare burden across diseases. Efforts to calculate DALYs for any given condition rely 

                                                 
8 See also Comparative Quantification of Health Risks, vols. 1 and 2 (Geneva: WHO, December 2004).  
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on severity weights preassigned by experts.9 The ultimate goal of the WHO undertaking was to help 
nations target their resources to addressing the foremost modifiable risks to public health. 

Our group based its selection of risk factors on several criteria: they had to be among the 
leading causes of disease burden, not too specific or too broad, causally related to disability or 
death, and potentially modifiable, with reasonably complete data. To obtain data on the prevalence 
of exposure to the risk factor, we systematically assessed all available sources, including household 
surveys, consumption data, community studies, and others. Our sources for prevalence of high BMI 
and related measures were many of the same large cohort studies used in CDC’s analysis. However, 
there were methodological differences in how we adjusted for interrelated risk factors and bias in 
self-reporting BMI, and in how we corrected relative risks for errors in variables or regression 
dilution bias. We did not see much difference in our results when we used different population-
based preference measures. What actually did make a difference was analyzing the impact of death 
versus years of life lost, and incorporating nonfatal health outcomes.  

The attributable disease burden of 20 risk factors—measured as percent of global DALYs—
shows that the leading risk factor in the developing world is underweight (see Figure 9). The 
findings for most of the United States and Canada show that high BMI is the fourth leading risk 
factor for death, and that it moves up to third when we analyze for disability (see Figures 10 and 
11). We are now working on the analysis of NHANES IV. In all likelihood, the use of DALYs will 
lead to greater societal impact for BMI. 

 
FIGURE 9 Attributable Disease Burden of 20 Risk Factors 

 
* *Presenters were given an opportunity to review the summary of their presentation but no edits were provided. 
 
                                                 
9 For example, quadriplegia, dementia, and active psychosis are assigned the highest weights, whereas vitiligo on the 
face is assigned the lowest weight. 
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FIGURE 10 Deaths in AMR-A Region. The region includes Canada, United States, and Cuba; the US population 
represents 85% of the region. 
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FIGURE 11 Disease Burden in AMR-A Region. The region includes Canada, United States, and Cuba; the US 
population represents 85% of the region. 

HALYs: Measuring Lifestyle-Related Factors that contribute to Premature Death and 
Disabililty. 

Presenter: Dr. Marthe Gold 

This presentation explores the benefits of using health-adjusted life years (HALYs) to 
promote understanding of disease burden for public health policymaking. It also discusses the 
differences between two specific types of HALYs: QALYs and DALYs. 

Because they combine mortality and morbidity into one measure, HALYs provide a more 
comprehensive picture of disease burden. A 1998 IOM report concluded, "Mortality measures, 
although important, provide incomplete and insensitive information for decision making" (IOM 
1998). Focusing solely on mortality is neither humane—because it neglects the large morbidity 
burden on individuals and their caretakers—nor pragmatic, because a growing segment of 
healthcare expenditures are devoted to morbid rather than mortal conditions. Growing reliance on 
HALYs recognizes that morbidity represents a large component of disease burden. Obesity, for 
example, exacts a high morbidity toll from chronic, disabling conditions such as diabetes mellitus, 
hypertension, osteoarthritis, and depression.  

Summary measures of population health HALYs—are increasingly relevant to public 
health and medical decision making. These summary measures are used to capture trends in 
population health, make informed decisions about alternative uses of healthcare dollars, and assess 
the cost-effectiveness of alternative health services and technologies.  

Although both QALYs and DALYs can be used in a number of similar decision making 
contexts, they come from different traditions and one measure may be preferable to the other in 
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particular settings. QALYs were developed in the late 1960s by economists to measure the benefits 
of a medical or clinical intervention. QALYs are often seen as a good to be maximized. DALYs, on 
the other hand, can be seen as capturing gaps in healthcare and the ensuing disability. For example, 
WHO uses DALYs to measure the global burden of disease, whereas the U.S. Public Health 
Service’s Healthy People 2010 uses QALYs to measure success in meeting prevention goals. 

QALYs are composed of descriptive health states, not diseases, and thus can capture co-
morbidity such as diabetes, angina, and obesity occurring together and its impact on health 
quality. DALYs, in contrast, are tied to the individual diseases listed by WHO in its International 
Classification of Diseases. QALYs and DALYs diverge in other ways, including whether 
individuals or communities are stating their preferences, and what types of weighting systems 
apply.  

Different weighting systems generate different results. For example, the standard gamble 
technique used for QALYs generally gives the highest figure, because people are less likely to 
gamble away to death. The time tradeoff technique yields a somewhat lower figure, while the rating 
scale tends yield an even lower figure. There is no consensus about which method is best. However, 
large-scale efforts are under way by Dennis Fryback and collaborators—with funding from the 
National Institute of Aging—to determine how separate HALY measures relate (e.g., 
interrelationships between the Health Utilities Index, the EuroQol instrument, and the Quality of 
Well-Being Scale). Peter Franks has found that the measures are highly correlated (Franks et al. 
2004), while a recent meta-analysis of quality-of-life measures for stroke (severe, moderate, and 
mild) also found significantly high correlations. The latter study concluded that differences between 
measures relate mostly to scaling, rather than what is being measured (Tengs and Lin 2004).  

Researchers are now pursuing several recommendations from IOM's 19 98 report, including 
gathering information on multiple summary measures in population datasets, conducting crosswalks 
between measures, and comparing differences in weights across populations. The most important 
recommendations remaining include examining how well particular measures serve different local, 
national, and international purposes; linking information on population health to risk factors to 
generate epidemiological insights; and testing measures to develop an empirical base on the 
distributive implications of different measures for reducing health disparities.  

A measurement system that integrates the outputs of public health efforts and medical care would 
be ideal, as would linking health measures to specific risks and interventions, as has been done by 
Michael Wolfson and colleagues at Statistics Canada. Statistics Canada has incorporated the Health 
Utilities Index in its datasets. CDC leadership is needed to encourage similar integrative functions 
in the United States, and to ensure that measures capture both morbidity and mortality. 

Estimating National and State 
Medical Costs from Select Risk Factors 

Presenter: Dr. Erik Finkelstein 

Cost estimates add to our understanding of the societal burden of lifestyle-related risk 
factors. Going a step beyond mortality and morbidity, such estimates not only quantify total costs 
but also show how they are apportioned and who pays for them—whether individuals, families, 
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private health insurers, governments, or society. Cost estimates provide information that 
policymakers can use to decide how to spend scarce healthcare resources.  

Cost estimates also have other benefits: they spur public awareness of a particular public 
health problem, help set research priorities, and are a crucial first step in valuing interventions.  

Costs can be apportioned into short- and long-term medical costs and total lifetime costs—
the value of lost wages from absenteeism and early mortality. The financial impact of gunshot 
injuries illustrates the distinction between medical costs and total lifetime costs. Our analysis for 
CDC revealed that these injuries represented only 2 percent of the total medical cost of injuries. 
However, that fraction jumped to 9 percent when we looked at lifetime costs, because these injuries 
strike young people before they reach their prime earning potential. 

The advantage of apportioning payers becomes apparent in considering obesity. My work on 
the cost of obesity found that the government was paying about half the costs (Finkelstein et al. 
2003). That awareness can help spur policymakers to find ways to reduce the costs. 

Two approaches to estimating medical and other costs attributable to select risk factors are 
common: the epidemiologic approach, and the econometric approach. This presentation compares 
their advantages and disadvantages. 

The epidemiological approach is straightforward: it apportions a fraction of the cost of 
disease to the risk factor by multiplying the PAF by the corresponding disease cost. For obesity, this 
involves summing the costs from several diseases. The results are subject to the same caveats that 
apply to estimations of PAF. An additional caveat is that the epidemiological approach to cost 
valuation assumes that if X percent of the disease is attributable to a risk factor, then X of the 
disease costs are also attributable to the risk factor. That would not hold if treatment decisions and 
efficacy vary based on the presence of the risk factor. For example, treatment outcomes for diabetes 
are likely to differ between obese and non-obese individuals, with the average cost for obese people 
being substantially greater. Another caveat is that accurate estimates of the cost of disease may be 
unavailable, or may not be available at the right stratifications (e.g., national versus state level).  

The econometric approach begins with this logic: if the only difference between two groups 
of people is the presence or absence of the risk factor, then the difference in costs is due to the risk 
factor. It uses regression analysis to quantify cost (direct or indirect) while controlling, to the extent 
possible, for other observable characteristics that are likely to affect costs and be correlated with the 
risk factor. A simplified version of the regression equation used to estimate attributable cost based 
on person-level data is as follows: 

Costsi = β0 + β1*rf1 + β2*rf2 + … +βi *rfi *γ'Xi + ei 
Where β1 represents the increase in costs associated with risk factor i (rfi) (e.g., 
obesity, smoking) 

The dependent variable is equal to each individual’s costs over a given time period, typically 
a year. This is the approach we used to estimate annual medical costs of obesity at the state and 
national level (Finkelstein et al. 2003). It relied on the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey/National 
Health Interview Survey 5 for modeling national medical costs, and modeled state costs using a 
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combination of the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey/National Health Interview Survey and the 
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System. 

The econometric approach differs from the epidemiologic approach in a number of ways. It 
does not require identifying diseases influenced by the risk factor, and it allows for modeling 
multiple risk factors in a single equation while controlling for covariates (e.g., age, gender, 
education). The econometric approach also allows for flexibility in the modeling and for computing 
cost by payer, and it avoids double-counting costs across risk factors (if the model includes them). 
The econometric approach further avoids double-counting costs across risk factors.  

Which approach is better the econometric approach or the epidemiological approach? The 
choice likely depends on the risk factor and question being addressed. For obesity, both approaches 
produce similar estimates (with obesity accounting for about 6 percent of national medical 
expenditures). The econometric approach easily quantifies external costs. It may be more accurate 
once obesity treatment becomes more common (costs in the absence of disease). The epidemiologic 
approach likely produces more accurate estimates for physical activity. For poor diet, the current 
data may too limited. A potential strategy for improving the estimates is to add questions on risk 
factor history to the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey/National Health Interview Survey. 

Using Population Attributable Risk Estimates to Allocate Resources 

Presenter: Dr. Louise Russell 

Public policy entails making tradeoffs between numerous health problems and many 
potential interventions. An enduring problem facing policymakers is how to allocate available 
resources to achieve the greatest health benefits. Cost- effectiveness analysis strives to provide 
information that can help policymakers weigh alternative interventions (Russell et al. 1996).  

PAF factors in as a key ingredient of cost-effectiveness analysis. PAF indicates the 
magnitude of the problem, who suffers from the problem, and a sense of proportionality—how the 
problem compares with other health problems. PAF is essential to calculating the health benefits of 
a given intervention once it is combined with data on the effectiveness of the intervention, 
according to a simple formula. This formula answers the question: how much of the problem can 
the intervention actually prevent or cure?: 

Health Effects of an Intervention = Magnitude of the Problem (PAF) x Effectiveness of the 
              Intervention 

To determine the cost of an intervention, it is essential to quantify how many people are 
affected and the resources needed per person (including costs outside the health system). Efforts to 
change lifestyles not only cost money in the medical sector but also cost individuals in terms of 
food purchases, exercise centers and programs, and their time. Focusing on the medical sector and 
savings to health insurers from an intervention often obscures a shift in costs to the consumer. Any 
cost-effectiveness analysis needs to factor in cost shifts and hidden costs. 

Measurements of the cost-effectiveness of an intervention usually rely on a ratio, such as 
dollars per life-year, or dollars per quality-adjusted life-year. The analysis typically entails 
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comparing the cost-effectiveness of two different interventions, or two variants of a given 
intervention (such as screening every three years versus screening every year).  

One way to report cost-effectiveness is by examining the number of life-years gained with 
$1 million expended on an intervention (see Table 2). Influenza vaccine for people 65 and older is 
easily the most effective use of resources among interventions listed in the table, yielding almost 
8,000 life-years per $1 million spent. Smoking cessation programs are the next most effective use of 
health resources. Tetanus boosters every 10 years are a relatively ineffective use of resources, 
yielding 4 life-years per $1 million.  

TABLE 2 Life-Years per $1 Million (1997 dollars) 

Antihypertensive medication, US population  
Propranolol 51 
Captopril 8 

Influenza vaccine, persons 65+ 7,750 
Tetanus booster every 10 years 4 
Lovastatin 20mg/d, primary prevention  

in men, cholesterol 300+  
55-64, smoker, DBP 105+, 30%+ overweight 42 
35-44, nonsmoker, DBP <95, <10% overweight 2 

Smoking cessation programs 217 
SOURCE: L. Russell, paper prepared for the Committee on Health and Behavior: Research, Practice, and Policy, 
Institute of Medicine, October 1999.  

The main point of cost-effectiveness analysis is that good use of resources depends not only 
on the size of the problem but also on the interventions available, how effective those interventions 
are, and the cost of those interventions (including in terms of people's time and attention). Cost-
effectiveness analysis allows policymakers to ask about opportunity costs—namely, whether society 
can do better by spending resources another way. An opportunity cost refers to the fact that when 
policymakers make one choice, they must forego another. To make the best choice, policymakers 
should give up as little as possible. They need to choose the interventions that will exert the greatest 
impact. And if they must leave something out, choose an intervention that does the least. 

Discussion of Alternative Metrics of Burden 

Discussants voiced the following points: 

•  Calculating costs is often difficult because they vary so much. For example, the price of a drug 
may range from the average wholesale price, to the price for the Veterans Administration, to the 
retail price. Tracking costs not paid for with a check is even more difficult. 

•  Analysts need to avoid creating a false dichotomy between the size of a public health problem 
(e.g., as represented by PAF) and the costs and consequences of different interventions, because 
both are important. 

•  PAF is a good place to start because it conveys the size of a problem, but it does not tell 
policymakers what to do and how many resources they need to modify the risk. Even if 
scientists and policymakers don’t perform a cost-effectiveness analysis for a given intervention, 
they must make some kind of comparison.  
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•  The traditional economics approach to cost-effectiveness analysis—which values people's health 
according to how much they work—overlooks people’s other contributions, such as in 
education, childcare, and elder care. A “health effect” measure implicitly covers all of these. 

•  Society devotes too little attention to the cost-effectiveness of policy interventions as opposed to 
the cost-effectiveness of clinical interventions. 

•  The figure given for the cost to U.S. society of obesity is estimated at $90 billion per year—
which implies that interventions could save $90 billion. However, policy analysts do not seem 
to have examined the cost-effectiveness of interventions for obesity, and people do not think 
about costs very soberly. 

•  PAFs are better than other measures of disease burden, such as years of life lost and QALYs, 
because analysts have produced them with much rigor and attention to confounding for many 
years. Why are we spending all our resources to compute PAFs, and then discard them when we 
calculate the cost-effectiveness of interventions?  

•  Efforts to calculate the benefits of interventions do not discard PAFs—they rely on the same 
underlying value systems to answer different questions. 

•  This workshop aims to address two issues: how best to estimate PAF, and the effectiveness or 
cost-effectiveness of an intervention. Some may argue that there is no point in calculating PAF 
if there is no intervention. However, calculating PAF draws attention to a problem and spurs 
interest in developing interventions.  

•  Decisions to adopt policies are not limited to economic costs and social benefits. Rather, such 
decisions are also based on the business case—an area that is often overlooked. 

•  Legislatures seem to care more about short-term rather than long-term costs and benefits. Thus 
while comprehensive analyses are important, legislators also need narrow estimates. One group 
at UCSF found, through cost-effectiveness analysis, that policies promoting clean indoor air and 
smoke-free environments were an order of magnitude cheaper than providing direct clinical 
services for smoking cessation. This work is in press. 

PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES 

General Public Policy Issues 

Presenter: Dr. Nicole Lurie 

The primary focus of this meeting—the measurement and methodology of PAF related to 
obesity—is important. However, methodological issues have become a smokescreen for several 
other concerns.  

The first is that we should not be pitting obesity against tobacco in terms of prevention. The 
broader point is that this country invests too little in preventing both these major public health 
problems. We also hold the false notion that better precision in estimating PAF will erase cynicism 
about the value of public health interventions. No matter how perfect our methods of measuring the 
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burden of disease, social criticism is sure to ensue. The focus on methodological problems has also 
obscured fundamental questions about the roles, rights, and responsibilities of individuals versus 
governments. 

We also need to consider how to extend the precautionary principle to lifestyle 
interventions. This principle generally holds that scientific uncertainty should not be an excuse to 
postpone preventive measures for serious or irreversible public health threats. Failure to apply the 
precautionary principle has come back to haunt us with clearly identifiable diseases such as HIV 
and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. Applying the precautionary principle to lifestyle interventions to 
combat problems such as smoking and obesity is much more difficult. The harm is indirect—it's 
harder to see, name, and count individuals, and the social redress for dealing with those failures is 
very different from that for failing to screen blood, for example. Legal remedies are also very 
different. 

We also need to invest in data and data systems. We can't answer the kinds of questions we 
wish to answer without continuously better data, more research and development, and better 
methods of analysis. Better data systems will also enable states to tackle public health problems 
within their borders. 

Efforts to translate and communicate scientific findings are also challenging. The meaning 
and public health implications of concepts related to populations as opposed to individuals, such as 
QALYs, DALYs, are hard to grasp.  

We also need to clarify the business case for interventions—the return on investment. 
Return on investment can accrue to individuals, the healthcare system, or the broader society. 
Failure to take action also manifests itself in many ways, particularly in terms of Medicare and 
Medicaid expenditures.  

The timeframe in which return on investment accrues is also important. We need to be 
thinking 30 years ahead, when Medicare costs will be so high that we will be unable to pay for our 
children’s education, even though such a timeframe poses a tremendous problem of accountability. 
Yet generating short-term improvements through lifestyle interventions that are cost-effective today 
is also essential. 

State Policy Perspective 

Presenter: Dr. George Benjamin 

This presentation will offer the perspective of a former state health official regarding 
lifestyle and cause of death, address the value of data, and provide a real-life example. 

Policymakers and the public do not fully understand the concept of lifestyle factors and 
mortality. The preventable components of disease are very complex. The public health 
establishment has failed to make the case for lifestyle causes of death in terms of measurable public 
health burden. We have also failed to give the public a sense of scale, comparing the national 
response to the handful of deaths caused by the anthrax attacks with the poor response to the 
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thousands killed each year by influenza virus. Attaching understandable numbers to a public health 
problem is essential to give the public a sense of its size and scope.  

We have also failed to convey consistent messages. By emphasizing subtle differences in 
data and analysis (such as how obesity is measured), we confuse the public and make ourselves look 
less credible. We also make coherent discussions of the science and its implications for policy far 
more difficult.  

Death is the ultimate discriminator: people understand what it means. Using mortality as the 
endpoint in PAF analyses is therefore valuable. The public does not understand complex measures 
such as years of productive life lost. We should generally choose a measure that is more explainable 
to the public. My experience with Maryland’s Department of Public Health illustrates the benefits 
of using PAFs to quantify lifestyle factors. A state or local health department is where the rubber 
meets the road. When I served in government, Maryland ranked second among states in cancer 
mortality, and the governor decided to take on tobacco and cancer. The state had received $4.5 
billion from the tobacco settlement fund, and the governor decided to allocate $100 million annually 
to the health department over a 10-year period. We had to prioritize which cancers to target with 
this new funding, to ensure that our anti-cancer and anti-tobacco programs would address the top 
three or four major causes of death. CDC’s analysis of PAFs provided the rationale for targeting 
certain tobacco-related cancers rather than other cancers. We also used the CDC study to support 
our anti-tobacco media campaigns, which the legislature would not otherwise have supported 
through state funding. 

Discussion of Public Policy and State Policy 

Discussants voiced the following points: 

•  Targeting our analysis to policymakers, particularly at the state level, is essential. Focusing on 
that intended audience will suggest what methodological tradeoffs epidemiologists need to make 
in calculating PAFs. For example, we need to supply state-specific prevalence estimates even if 
they are less precise than national estimates. We should also emphasize that different risk 
factors such as obesity, alcohol, and tobacco vary according to life stages, suggesting the 
need for age-specific interventions. 

•  Promulgating the message that health policymaking should seek to reduce costs may be ill-
advised because most efforts to improve health, in fact, increase costs. The critical message is to 
spend resources in ways that obtain maximal value. That is why cost-effectiveness modeling is 
so useful: it considers all interventions treatment and prevention alike within a similar 
metric. 

Ethical Issues 

Presenter: Dr. Daniel Wikler 

Efforts to estimate the impact of lifestyle on morbidity and mortality raise several ethical 
issues. If we employ health measures that seek to incorporate social or ethical values, the extent of 
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lifestyle’s impact on health may be measured differently according to which values affect the 
weighting. Responsibility for health might be an example of these values.  

Weighting outcomes: As an aid to health resource allocation, the QALY measure includes 
more information than life years, since quality of life is factored in. This, in turn, could be further 
adjusted in an attempt to reflect ethical values. For example, the World Health Organization not 
long ago counted health benefits or burdens befalling young adults as greater than those affecting 
the very young or old. The basis for this age weighting was a survey in which members of the 
public assigned greater importance to the health of young adults than to others (probably because 
they tend to have young dependents). The most natural interpretation of this practice is that the 
resulting measure (the DALY---disability-adjusted life year) represented both the burden that the 
symptom or disability placed on the individual and also the ethical or social importance of that 
person’s burden. It was a “moralized” summary measure of health. Similarly, Alan Williams, the 
health economist, believes that quality-adjusted life-years for those who have yet to live a normal 
lifespan should count more (the “fair innings” argument, which he attributes to the philosopher John 
Harris). In addition, the goal of narrowing disparities in healthy life expectancy might be served by 
increasing the weight given to health outcomes for those at the low end of the social health gradient. 
Any estimate of the impact of lifestyle on morbidity that is denominated in moralized QALYs is 
likely to reflect the weights that have been assigned to incorporate these and other values---as in a 
society in which the prevalence obesity is greater among the poor. 

Responsibility for health: A question in “moralizing QALYs” is whether to adjust for 
personal responsibility. Should we count QALYs the same regardless of the role of the individual’s 
personal choices in bringing about their health deficit? Consider, for example, cosmetic surgery: A 
recent survey from Britain found that most people were willing to pay for removing birthmarks but 
not tattoos, even when they were equally disfiguring. Another study found that some Americans 
believe that alcoholics should be given lower priority for liver transplants.  

Lifestyle decisions resulting in excess morbidity involve some combination of choice 
(responsibility) and circumstance (fate), and there is in most cases no objective way to estimate the 
ratio. John Roemer, an economist, suggests that the population be partitioned according to the 
sources of health behavior that are reckoned within that society to be beyond the individual’s 
control. Then, within each resulting group, those whose unhealthy behavior exceeds the median for 
the group should be held responsible for their choices to that extent. If steelworkers smoke more 
than mathematicians, for example, and if this reflects circumstances beyond the steelworkers’ 
control, it will still be true that some steelworkers smoke much more than others and thus, in 
Roemer’s view, can be held accountable for the excess. 

Attributions of personal responsibility, however, are subject to highly tendentious arguments 
on behalf of special interests. Roger Scruton, a highly-regarded conservative British economist, 
published an essay (WHO, What, and Why?, 2000) that maintained that the World Health 
Organization had strayed from its mandate when it sought to curb the promotion of tobacco. For 
Scruton, an individual’s decision that the pleasures of tobacco use outweigh its threat to health is no 
business of WHO, which ought instead to focus its attention on communicable diseases that 
currently overwhelm the world’s poor. This argument, in effect, discounts health deficits stemming 
from tobacco use, on the grounds that the putative role of voluntary individual choice removes any 
resulting burden from the public agenda. Scruton’s credibility was shattered when it emerged that 
he was secretly on retainer to a tobacco company when he wrote this and other essays that pressed 
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this kind of argument. But the fact remains that his argument was calculated to minimize the 
significance attached to a category of “lifestyle”-connected health problems---evidence that this 
kind of claim has resonance among the public. Those concerned with the health impact of “lifestyle 
choices” cannot avoid the need to contend with its appeal and with the consequent possibility that 
some of our most pressing health problems will be drained of any sense of urgency. An adequate 
response requires both evidence on the mechanisms of unhealthy choices and a measure of moral 
argument that contests their significance for priorities in health policy.  

Communication Challenges 

Presenter: Dr. Katherine E. Rowan 

Numerous communication challenges are inherent in media coverage of the debate over 
preventable causes of death. This presentation describes a few of these challenges and offers 
evidence-based steps for addressing them. 

Major challenges associated with sharing science news through mass media include 
explaining scientific uncertainty to lay audiences; dealing with headlines written to emphasize 
controversy; earning trust from top science and medical reporters, and developing effective ways of 
explaining commonly misunderstood concepts such as risk factors, uncertainty, and obesity. 

There are no magic words to address these challenges, but there is research-based guidance. 
The “CAUSE” model summarizes some of this research and gives practical tips on earning 
Confidence, creating Awareness, deepening Understanding, gaining Satisfaction, and motivating 
Enactment or behavior change when communicating about science and risk (e.g., Rowan et al., 
2003).  

The model’s analysis suggests that to increase the likelihood of careful news coverage 
concerning new scientific findings, scientists should identify journalists whose work they respect 
and invite coverage from these individuals. Communication officers at scientific institutions can 
facilitate this process. Additionally, in media interviews scientists should state their own values, 
emphasizing their concern for the public’s health and their respect for journalists’ abilities to 
increase attention to important topics. It is useful in such contexts to understand that scientific 
uncertainty may be read as incompetence by a lay audience.  

To deepen lay understanding of complexities, scientists should be alert for key terms being 
used in media coverage of an issue that may not be understood as scientists intend them. For 
example, in the debate over preventable causes of death, the public should understand that experts 
in this debate are wrestling with the meaning of the term “obesity” and whether or not “obesity” or 
“poor dietary practices” are the root cause of preventable death. Another way to have a forum for 
explaining complexities is to volunteer to write “Sunday pieces” in major circulation newspapers. 
Sunday pieces are lengthy letters or columns written by experts on timely and important topics such 
as recent research on causes of preventable death. If coverage of important issues seems 
consistently poor, scientists can turn for assistance to groups that check the accuracy of reporting 
such as the Center for Media and Public Affairs. The Center for Media and Public Affairs conducts 
rapid quantitative assessments or content analyses of mass media news coverage on controversial 
topics. 
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In summary, there are no magic words to make communicating science through the mass 
media a simple process, but there are better and worse ways to proceed. Research on science and 
risk communication offers additional information on this topic. I am providing some additional 
references that may be helpful to you.  

References and Additional Sources for Further Information 

Bibliography on health risk communication available at 
http://www.nih.gov/pubs/cbm/health_risk_communication.html 

Babrow, A. (2001). Uncertainty, value, communication, and problematic integration. Journal of 
Communication, 51, 553-573. 

Booth-Butterfield, M. (2003). Embedded health behaviors from adolescence to adulthood: The 
impact of tobacco. Health Communication, 15, 171-184. 

Brashers, D. E. (2001). Communication and uncertainty management. Journal of Communication, 
51, 477-497. 

Friedman, S. M., Dunwoody, S., & Rogers, C. L. (1986). Scientists and journalists: Reporting 
science as news. New York: The Free Press. 

Friedman, S. M., Dunwoody, S., & Rogers, C. L. (1999). Communicating new and uncertain 
science. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum. 

Rimal, R. N. (2000). Closing the knowledge-behavior gap in health promotion: The mediating role 
of self-efficacy. Health Communication, 12, 219-237. 

Rowan, K. E. (1999). Effective explanation of uncertain and complex science. In S. M. Friedman, 
S. Dunwoody, & C. L. Rogers (eds.). Communicating new and uncertain science (pp. 201-233). 
Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum. 

Rowan, K. E., Bethea, L. S., Pecchioni, L., & Villagran, M. (2003). A research-based-guide for 
physicians communicating cancer risk. Health Communication, 15, 239-252. 

Witte, K., Meyer, G., & Martell, D. (2001). Effective health risk messages: A step-by-step guide. 
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 

Rapporteur’s Report 

Rapporteur: Dr. Michael Stoto  

In thinking about the highlights of the presentations and discussion we need to keep in mind 
the goals of this workshop and the motivations behind CDC’s analysis of causes of death. Dr. 
McGinnis reminded us that the analysis of “actual causes of death” in 1990 (McGinnis and Foege 
1993) aimed to raise awareness of the importance of prevention, quantify the impact of distinct 
lifestyle factors so policymakers and the public could compare them, and enable scientists to track 
progress in reducing the impact of lifestyle factors. Drs. Gerberding and Stroup suggested that the 
2000 analysis (Mokdad et al. 2004) aimed to update the earlier analysis, develop methods that 
would enable individual states to replicate the calculations, and quantify the impact of modifiable 
behavioral risk factors on mortality. 

These two analyses seem to have served well their main purposes of raising the profile of 
prevention and enabling both state and national governments to track progress in addressing 
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behavioral risk factors. But controversy arises when scientists try to quantify the impact of 
individual factors, presumably because the results can or should be used to set priorities for social 
investment. Quantification highlights the mismatch between PAF and related calculations, and 
between those measures and the questions policymakers and the public want answered or think the 
calculations answer. In simple terms, the problem arises because “attributable to X” in PAF morphs 
to “due to X,” “caused by X,” “would not have occurred if X were eliminated,” and eventually “will 
not occur if X is eliminated.” The fundamental issue is what “cause” and related words mean. 

Panelists have identified three possible solutions to that problem: to develop better data and 
methods to answer the question that policymakers and the public think PAF is addressing; to better 
explain what PAF calculations mean; and to reformulate the problem to be more policy relevant and 
answerable.  

The first alternative—developing better data and methods—has much potential but is very 
difficult, as these discussions illustrate. To understand why, consider the examples in Table 3.  

Scientists can calculate the impact of a well-defined acute disease such as influenza simply 
by counting the number of cases in a certain period. Whether the cases have been verified by 
laboratory analysis—and whether the patients have underlying conditions that might predispose 
them to die if infected—present only slight complications. The fundamental point is that during an 
outbreak, determining whether any particular death is “due to” influenza is relatively easy.  

In the case of a chronic disease such as coronary heart disease, co-morbidity and multiple 
causes make assigning a single “cause” to any death difficult. Compositional and substitution 
effects lead to further complications—basically, people who do not die of coronary heart disease 
will die of something else—so efforts to calculate the impact of such diseases require demographic 
and statistical methods. 

TABLE 3 Examples of “Attributable” Deaths 

 Case counting Statistical estimation 

Disease 

Influenza 
Lab verification 
Predisposing conditions 

Coronary heart disease 
Definition of coronary heart disease 
Co-morbidity and multiple causes 
Compositional and substitution effects 

Modifiable risk 
factor 

Drunken driving 
Blood alcohol cutoff 
Road conditions, other 
drivers, etc. 

Obesity—all of the above, plus 
PAF methods (partial adjustment, stratify by age 
and sex, regression simulations, etc.) 
Continuous vs. dichotomous scale 
Bias in RR estimates, especially due to 
extrapolation outside observed distribution 
Cross-sectional ∆  ∆ over time 
Observed ∆  Manipulated ∆  
Causal paths 
∆ in other risk factors and outcomes 

Estimating the impact of a modifiable risk factor such as drunken driving takes us back to 
case counting, but also entails the problem of assigning a single cause. How high does someone’s 
blood alcohol concentration have to be before a death is attributed to drunken driving, for example? 
How do analysts factor in road conditions, the actions of other drivers, and so on? 
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Efforts to estimate the impact of risk factors such as obesity present all those problems plus 
additional ones. As speakers have noted, the various statistical methods for calculating attributable 
deaths make different assumptions. There are also issues such as the use of a continuous versus a 
dichotomous scale for the risk factor, and bias in estimates of relative risk, especially when 
extrapolating outside the observed distribution. Other issues include cross-sectional differences 
interpreted as differences over time, differences in risk factors seen in observational studies versus 
those intentionally manipulated, complex causal paths, and changes in risk factors and outcomes 
other than the subject of the calculations. 

Faced with such difficulties, we can reasonably ask whether we should focus on better 
explaining what PAF calculations mean rather than simply trying to improve the calculation of 
PAF. As speakers have indicated, this entails more than just being careful about what we say and 
saying it clearly. In particular, speakers noted that we need to find ways to represent uncertainty 
(including but not limited to confidence intervals), and to present the results of sensitivity analyses.  

DISCUSSION OF LESSONS LEARNED AND NEXT STEPS 

Edited by Miriam Davis 

In closing the workshop, Dr. Harvey Fineberg asked attendees to cite the most important 
take-home lessons and possible action steps. Comments fell into the following categories: reframing 
the dialogue, improving methodology, developing an action plan, and guiding public policy and 
creating messages for the public. These comments are not to be interpreted as consensus comments 
or recommendations.  

Discussants Voiced the Following Take Home Lessons and Next Steps 

Reframing the Debate 

•  Focus on lifestyle-related risks as a collective problem, as government intervenes on collective 
risks over which individuals have little or no control. 

•  Reframe the debate to focus on the impact of proposed interventions rather than risk factors. 
Understanding risk factors merely tells us where and how we might pursue interventions. Such a 
shift would provide estimates most relevant to policymakers, who invest in programs, not risk 
factors. Conceptual and practical problems remain in assessing the impact of interventions, as 
observational data are weak or absent. That deficit points to the need for more research and 
better methodology.  

•  Avoid a list of individual attributes and misleading terms like obesity, and do not rush to 
judgment about the growing prevalence of obesity.  
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Improving Methodology 

•  Bring measures and analyses of the impact of diet, physical activity, and obesity to the same 
level of sophistication as tobacco-related analyses. IOM and NIH could take the lead in 
identifying critical gaps in data, methods, and estimates. 

•  Develop an annual summary of progress in reducing diet- and activity-related risks, as occurs 
for tobacco, to drive both research and public health. 

•  Ensure that scientific methods are rigorous and defensible. Use several different techniques for 
measuring lifestyle-related risks and disease burden to analyze identical data, and systematically 
compare results to determine the best approach.  

•  In gathering and analyzing data, remember that the perfect should not be the enemy of the good. 
There is no perfect method for estimating PAFs. In the face of uncertainty, be conservative. 

•  Measure inactivity and nutrition and separate them conceptually from obesity. Yet recognize 
that while important, inactivity and nutrition will be difficult for states to track. 

•  Focus on identifying measures that are easy to communicate to policymakers and the public 

•  Use causal models to broaden the range of sensitivity analyses applied to PAF calculations.  

•  Stratify by age in computing population attributable deaths from lifestyle-related risks. Failing 
to do so inflates the estimated number of deaths by 30–50 percent or more.  

•  Raise the profile of policy-relevant methods of measuring risk and disease burden as legitimate 
scientific pursuits for epidemiologists, and ensure that they take them as seriously as more 
traditional research methods. 

Developing an Action Plan  

•  Create a coordinated action plan to improve research methods, communicate findings, and 
develop interventions that would exert an impact on public health. We cannot afford to wait 
another 10 years to address the role of lifestyle factors in preventable death. 

•  Develop a research agenda that offers the strong justification needed to persuade policymakers 
of the public health importance of reducing the impact of preventable lifestyle-related risks. 
Ensure that estimates of risk and disease burden are credible and specific enough to suggest 
cost-effective interventions. 

•  Through IOM or the National Institutes of Health (NIH) or other venue, periodically convene a 
multidisciplinary group of epidemiologists, other scientists, and public health professionals to 
clarify the questions that need analyzing, determine the appropriate measures to answer each 
question, and interpret results. Include real-world decision makers in the group... 

•  Develop training strategies and improve teaching of PAFs and related concepts.  
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Guiding Public Policy and Creating Messages for the Public  

•  Make public health messages simpler and clearer yet also more explicit regarding the 
uncertainty underlying estimates of the impact of lifestyle-related risks. Motivate the public to 
demand policy intervention around preventable illness. 

•  Avoid creating a horse race among risk factors such as diet, physical activity, tobacco, and 
alcohol. We know the importance of a basic nonsmoking, active lifestyle in which alcohol 
consumption is moderate. 

•  Portray lifestyle-related risks as a public health concern rather than an individual problem.  

•  Highlight the social costs of under funding the public health surveillance systems that could 
answer questions about lifestyle-related risks and enable society to use trillions of healthcare 
dollars more effectively.  

•  Demonstrate the economic payoff of interventions on lifestyle-related risks to the business 
community. That effort is important because that community wields enormous political 
influence, and because companies can improve their own productivity by focusing on lifestyle 
interventions.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

WORKSHOP AGENDA 

December 13-14, 2004 
National Academies Building 

 
Monday, December 13, Members Room 

7:30-8:30 am Continental Breakfast 
 

 

8:30-9:15  Welcome and Introduction Dr. Harvey Fineberg  
 

 Attributing Risk in Preventable Deaths  
 

Dr. Julie Gerberding 
 

 What Metrics Best Inform Public Health Policy? 
 

Dr. George A. Mensah 

 
 

Setting the Stage For Discussion  

9:15-9:45 Causality 
 

Dr. Richard Scheines 

9:45-10:15 Attributable Risk in Epidemiology 
 

Dr. Steve Goodman 

10:15-10:30 Break 
 

 

 Methodological Issues When Estimating Lifestyle Factors 
 

 

10:30-10:45 Partial Adjustment Dr. Katherine Flegal 
 

10:45-11:00 Calculating the Number of Deaths Attributable to a Risk Factor 
Using National Survey Data  
 

Dr. Barry Graubard 

11:00-11:15 Caveats in Using Estimation of Deaths  
Attributable to Lifestyle Factors 
 

Dr. Mitchell Gail 

11:15-11:30 Estimating Population-Attributable Risk: A Simulation Model 
Based on the NHANES I Follow-up Study and NHANES III 
 

Dr. Louise Russell 

11:30-12:00 pm Discussion 
 

 

12:00-1:00  Lunch 
 
 
 

 

 Attributable Risk in Practice–Examples from the Field 
 

 

1:00–1:30 Overview of Actual Causes of Death, 1993 
Actual Causes of Death, Update 2002 
 

Dr. J Michael McGinnis 
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 Rationale for 2002 Update Dr. Donna Stroup 
   

1:30-1:50 The Numbers Are the Easy Part:  
Interpretation and Usefulness of Population  
Attributable Fractions, with Illustrations from Breast cancer 
 

Dr. Beverly Rockhill 

1:50-2:25 Alcohol Use 
 

Dr. Robert Brewer 
Dr. Michael Thun  
 

2:25 -3:05 Tobacco Use  
 

Dr. Corinne Husten 
Dr. Graham Colditz 

 
3:05-3:15 

 
Break 
 

 

3:15-3:35 Obesity  Dr. David Allison 
 
3:35-3:55 

 
Physical Activity 

 
Dr. Steven Blair 

 
3:55-4:15 

 
Assessing the Effects of Multiple Public Health Interventions 

 
Dr. James Robins 

 
4:15-4:45 

 
Discussion  
 

 

 Alternative Metrics of Burden 
 

 

4:45-5:00 
 
5:00-5:20 

Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) 
 
Comparative Risk Assessment (DALYs) 

Dr. Allison Rosen 
 
Dr. Christopher Murray 

 
5:20-5:45 

 
Discussion 

 
Dr. Marthe Gold  

   
6:00-8:00 Dinner (in Great Hall)  
 

Tuesday, December 14, Board Room 
7:30-8:30am Continental Breakfast 

 
 

 Alternative Metrics of Burden, continued 
 

 

8:30–8:50 am Economic Costs Dr. Erik Finkelstein 
 
8:50-9:10 

 
Using Population Attributable Risk Estimates to Allocate 
Resources 

 
Dr. Louise Russell 

 
9:10-9:30 

 
Discussion 
 

 

 
 

Public Policy Issue 
 

 

9:30-9:50 General Public Policy Dr. Nicole Lurie 
 
9:50-10:10 

 
State Policy Perspective 

 
Dr. Georges Benjamin 

 
10:10-10:30 

 
Break 
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10:30-10:50 Ethical Issues Dr. Daniel Wikler  
 
10:50-11:15 

 
Communication 

 
Dr. Katherine Rowan 

 
11:15–11:30 

 
Discussion 
 

 

11:30-12:30 pm Discussion: What Have We Learned;  
Where Do we Go from Here? 

Dr. Harvey Fineberg 
Dr. Michael Stoto 
 

12:30-1:30 Lunch  
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APPENDIX B 
 

SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES 

David Allison, Ph.D. 

David Allison, Ph.D., is Professor of Biostatistics and Head of the Section on Statistical Genetics 
Center at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, and Associate Director of the NIH-funded 
Clinical Nutrition Research Center. He has authored over 250 scientific publications and edited 
three books. He has won several awards, including the 2002 Lilly Scientific Achievement Award 
from the North American Association for the Study of Obesity and the 2002 Andre Mayer 
Award from the International Association for the Study of Obesity. H holds several NIH and 
NSF grants, served on the Council of the North American Association for the Study of Obesity 
from 1995 to 2001, and has been a member of the Board of Trustees for the International Life 
Science Institute, North America, since January 2002. Dr. Allison serves on the editorial boards 
of Obesity Reviews, Nutrition Today, International Journal of Eating Disorders, International 
Journal of Obesity, Behavior Genetics, and Human Heredity. Dr. Allison’s research interests 
include obesity, quantitative genetics, clinical trials, and statistical and research methodology 

Georges C. Benjamin, M.D., F.A.C.P 

Georges C. Benjamin, M.D., F.A.C.P., has been Executive Director of the American Public 
Health Association (APHA) since December 2002. Prior to joining APHA, Dr. Benjamin was 
Secretary of the Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, where he played a key 
role in developing the state's bioterrorism plan. From 1995-1999 he served as Deputy Secretary 
for Public Health Services. Dr. Benjamin has also worked extensively in the field of emergency 
medicine. He was Chief of the Acute Illness Clinic at Madigan Army Medical Center in Tacoma, 
WA; Chief of Emergency Medicine at Walter Reed Army Medical Center; and Chair of the 
Community Health and Ambulatory Care Department at the District of Columbia General 
Hospital. From 1990-1991 he served as the District of Columbia's Commissioner of Public 
Health. He has taught emergency medicine at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., and 
the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences in Bethesda, MD. He is a Fellow of 
the American College of Physicians and a former Fellow of the American College of Emergency 
Physicians. Dr. Benjamin has held a variety of positions with the American College of 
Emergency Physicians, including President and Vice President of the DC chapter, Chair of the 
Injury Control committee, member of the Governmental Affairs Committee, and member of the 
Health Policy Committee. He also served as President of the Association of State and Territorial 
Health Officials (2001-2002) and has sat on the editorial board of the Journal of the National 
Medical Association. 

Steven N. Blair, P.E.D. 
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Steven N. Blair, P.E.D., is President and CEO of The Cooper Institute in Dallas, Texas. His 
research focuses on associations between lifestyle and health with emphasis on exercise, physical 
fitness, body composition and chronic disease. Dr. Blair served as the first president of the 
National Coalition for Promoting Physical Activity and held the position of Senior Scientific 
Editor for the Surgeon General's Report on Physical Activity and Health. Dr. Blair also served as 
a member of the IOM Committee to Develop Criteria for Evaluating the Outcomes of 
Approaches to Prevent and Treat Obesity. 

Robert Brewer, M.D. 

Dr. Brewer is the Alcohol Team Leader in the National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention 
and Health Promotion (NCCDPHP) at CDC. In this position, he provides overall management 
and direction for the Alcohol Team, and serves as Principal Investigator on an RWJF-funded 
update of Alcohol-Related Disease Impact (ARDI) software.  

Prior to assuming his current position in Atlanta, Dr. Brewer worked as the State Chronic 
Disease Epidemiologist in Nebraska, on assignment through the NCCDPHP’s Field 
Epidemiology Program. Prior to this, Dr. Brewer led the CDC’s work on the prevention of 
alcohol-impaired driving at the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, and served as 
an Epidemic Intelligence Service Officer in North Carolina. 

Dr. Brewer has authored and co-authored many publications and reports on alcohol use, 
particularly binge drinking, and alcohol-related health effects. He has also won numerous awards 
for his work in public health, including two Outstanding Service Medals from the USPHS and 
the Shepard Science Award, CDC/ATSDR’s preeminent award for scientific excellence, for a 
study he first-authored on deaths in alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes. 

Graham Colditz, M.D. 

Graham Colditz, M.D., is Head of the Chronic Disease Epidemiology Group, Channing 
Laboratory, Brigham and Women's Hospital & Harvard Medical School. He is Epidemiologist 
and Principal Investigator of the ongoing Nurses’ Health Study located at the Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital. This cohort, founded by Frank Speizer, M.D., follows 121,700 U.S. women 
with a questionnaire assessment of lifestyle factors and the use of biomarkers to assess risk of 
chronic diseases. He also serves as Principal Investigator of an ongoing cohort study of 16,000 
adolescents relating diet, physical activity, smoking, and weight gain among adolescents. He has 
a major interest in the etiology and prevention of cancer, working with the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health to translate research findings from ongoing cohort studies into 
public health strategies for prevention. He teaches cancer prevention, and a course on 
implementing prevention. His additional public health practice activities include collaborations 
through the Women, Infants, and Children program to improve diet assessment and nutrition 
education in the service delivery setting. Within the Harvard Center for Cancer Prevention, Dr. 
Colditz serves as the Director and has taken a leadership role in developing the Center’s website, 
http://www.yourcancerrisk.harvard.edu/, which provides information to the public on the 
contribution of lifestyle factors to cancer incidence and the potential for preventing cancer. In 
2003 Dr. Colditz was the recipient of the American Chemical Society’s Clinical Research 
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Professorship award. He also serves as a Director of the New England division of the American 
Cancer Society. He is a Fellow of the Australian Faculty of Public Health Medicine, the Royal 
Australian College of Physicians. 

Harvey V. Fineberg, M.D., Ph.D. 

Harvey V. Fineberg, M.D., Ph.D., is President of the Institute of Medicine. He served as Provost 
of Harvard University from 1997 to 2001, following 13 years as Dean of the Harvard School of 
Public Health. He has devoted most of his academic career to the fields of health policy and 
medical decision making. His past research has focused on the process of policy development 
and implementation, assessment of medical technology, evaluation and use of vaccines, and 
dissemination of medical innovations. 

Dr. Fineberg helped found and served as President of the Society for Medical Decision Making 
and also served as consultant to the World Health Organization. At the Institute of Medicine, he 
has chaired and served on a number of panels dealing with health policy issues, ranging from 
AIDS to new medical technology. He also served as a member of the Public Health Council of 
Massachusetts (1976-1979), Chair of the Health Care Technology Study Section of the National 
Center for Health Services Research (1982-1985), and President of the Association of Schools of 
Public Health (1995-1996). 

Dr. Fineberg is co-author of the books Clinical Decision Analysis, Innovators in Physician 
Education, and The Epidemic That Never Was, an analysis of the controversial federal 
immunization program against swine flu in 1976. He has co-edited several books on such diverse 
topics as AIDS prevention, vaccine safety, and understanding risk in society. He has also 
authored numerous articles published in professional journals. In 1988, he received the Joseph 
W. Mountain Prize from the Centers for Disease Control and the Wade Hampton Frost Prize 
from the Epidemiology Section of the American Public Health Association. Dr. Fineberg earned 
his bachelor's and doctoral degrees from Harvard University. 

Eric Finkelstein, Ph.D. 

Eric Finkelstein, Ph.D., is a Senior Health Economist at RTI International. He is the Associate 
Director for the RTI-University of North Carolina Center for Health Promotion Economics and 
also teaches an undergraduate health economics course at Duke University. He focuses on the 
economic causes and consequences of health behaviors, with a primary emphasis on behaviors 
related to obesity. Dr. Finkelstein has published several peer-reviewed papers in this area. One, 
“National Medical Expenditures Attributable to Overweight and Obesity,” appeared in Health 
Affairs and garnered national media attention, including a front-page story in USA Today and 
coverage in the Economist, Time magazine, and the Washington Post, and was reported by other 
radio, television, newspaper, and Internet outlets across the country. That paper is now routinely 
cited as a driving motivation to reduce obesity rates. A follow-on paper, published in Obesity 
Research, quantifies the costs of obesity at the state level and also received substantial media 
attention. Dr. Finkelstein leads several projects concerning the causes and consequences of 
obesity and evaluates several obesity prevention programs for CDC and other public and private 
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sector agencies. He frequently speaks at conferences about the economic impact of obesity and 
strategies for reducing this burden. 

Katherine Flegal, Ph.D., M.P.H. 

Katherine Flegal, Ph.D., M.P.H., is a Senior Research Scientist and Distinguished Consultant at 
the National Center for Health Statistics, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in 
Hyattsville MD. Dr. Flegal works with the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 
(NHANES) program. She has published widely on the epidemiology of obesity and overweight 
in the United States. Dr. Flegal's current research projects include new estimates of the 
prevalence of overweight and obesity among adults and children in the U.S., methodological 
examination of the issues of estimating deaths attributable to obesity, and the use of self-reported 
height and weight in epidemiologic studies. She is also a Visiting Scholar at the Center for 
Weight and Health at the University of California at Berkeley. 

Mitchell Gail, M.D., Ph.D. 

Mitchell Gail, M.D., Ph.D., is Chief of the Biostatistics Branch, Division of Cancer 
Epidemiology and Genetics National Cancer Institute. He received an M.D. from Harvard 
Medical School in 1968 and a Ph.D. in statistics from George Washington University in 1977. 
Dr. Gail is a Fellow and former President of the American Statistical Association, a Fellow of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, an elected member of the American 
Society for Clinical Investigation, and an elected member of the Institute of Medicine of the 
National Academy of Sciences. He has received the Spiegelman Gold Medal for Health 
Statistics, the Snedecor Award for applied statistical research, the Howard Temin Award for 
AIDS Research, the NIH Director's Award, and the Public Health Service’s Distinguished 
Service Medal. His research interests include: developing statistical methods for epidemiologic 
studies, including intervention trials and genetic epidemiologic studies, modeling absolute risk of 
disease, including breast cancer risk projection, and gastric cancer etiology, including an 
intervention trial to reduce the prevalence of advanced precancerous gastric lesions in Shandong 
Province, China. 

Julie Louise Gerberding, M.D., M.P.H. 

Julie Louise Gerberding, M.D., M.P.H., is the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) and the Administrator of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry (ATSDR). Dr. Gerberding was previously Acting Deputy Director of National Center 
for Infectious Diseases (NCID), where she played a major role in leading CDC’s response to the 
anthrax bioterrorism events of 2001. She joined CDC in 1998 as Director of the Division of 
Healthcare Quality Promotion, NCID, where she developed CDC’s patient safety initiatives and 
other programs to prevent infections, antimicrobial resistance, and medical errors in healthcare 
settings. Prior to coming to CDC, Dr. Gerberding was a faculty member at the University of 
California at San Francisco (UCSF) and directed the Prevention Epicenter, a multidisciplinary 
research, training, and clinical service program that focused on preventing infections in patients 
and their healthcare providers. Dr. Gerberding is an Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine 
(infectious diseases) at Emory University and an Associate Professor of Medicine (infectious 
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diseases) at UCSF. She earned a B.A. magna cum laude in chemistry and biology and an M.D. at 
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland. Dr. Gerberding then completed her internship 
and residency in internal medicine at UCSF, where she also served as Chief Medical Resident 
before completing her fellowship in clinical pharmacology and infectious diseases at UCSF. She 
earned an M.P.H. degree.  

Marthe Gold, M.D., M.P.H. 

Marthe Gold, M.D., M.P.H., has served as the Arthur C. Logan Professor and Chair of the 
Department of Community Health and Social Medicine at the City University of New York 
Medical School since 1997. She has served as a Senior Policy Adviser in the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for Health, Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), and on the 
1993 Task Force for Health Care Reform, where she worked on benefit design and protections 
for vulnerable populations. Dr. Gold directed the work of the Panel on Cost Effectiveness in 
Health and Medicine, a non-federal expert panel whose final report, issued by DHHS in 1996, 
remains an influential guide to cost-effectiveness methodology for academic and policy uses. 
She served as co editor of the Institute of Medicine’s 1998 report Summarizing Population 
Health, and has participated in national and international groups seeking to standardize health 
status measures. Dr. Gold has published in the areas of socioeconomic predictors of and 
disparities in health, measurement of health outcomes, and the use of cost-effectiveness analysis 
in resource allocation. She has served on a number of advisory committees for DHHS agencies, 
including the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, and the National Center for Health Statistics, among other government and privately 
sponsored advisory groups. A family physician, she trained at and served on the faculty of the 
Department of Community and Family Medicine at the University of Rochester Medical School. 

Steve Goodman, M.D., Ph.D. 

Steve Goodman, M.D., Ph.D., is Associate Professor of Oncology, Pediatrics, Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. As statistician for the Hopkins Oncology 
Center, General Clinical Research Center, and Pediatric Clinical Research Unit, he has 
participated in the design and analysis of a wide range of clinical and epidemiologic studies. He 
has served as Statistical Editor at the Annals of Internal Medicine since 1987. His research 
interests include meta-analysis, statistical inference, the ethics of clinical trials, and the use of 
likelihood and bayesian methodology in clinical research. Dr. Goodman received his M.D. from 
New York University and his Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University. He has been a member of 
three IOM committees: the Committee for a Review of Evidence Regarding Link between 
Exposure to Agent Orange and Diabetes, the Committee to Review the Health Effects in 
Vietnam Veterans of Exposure to Herbicides: Second Biennial Update, and the Committee on 
Immunization Safety Review. 

Barry Graubard, Ph.D. 

Barry Graubard, Ph.D., is a Senior Investigator, Division of Cancer Epidemiology and Genetics, 
National Cancer Institute (NCI). He began his career as a mathematical statistician at the 
National Center for Health Statistics in 1977, and held research positions at the Alcohol Drug 
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Abuse and Mental Health Administration and the National Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development. Dr. Graubard joined the NCI in 1990. He received the American Statistical 
Association and Biometric Society Snedecor Award for Applied Statistical Research in 1990, 
and is a Fellow of the American Statistical Association.  

Corinne G. Husten, M.D., M.P.H. 

Dr. Corinne Husten currently serves as the Acting Director of the Office on Smoking and Health, 
CDC. In this capacity, she provides leadership and direction on research, policy, 
communications, and programmatic initiatives to reduce the disease burden from tobacco use. 
Prior to becoming the Director, Dr. Husten was Chief of the Epidemiology Branch. As Branch 
Chief, she led surveillance, research, and evaluation activities in the Office. Dr. Husten is a 
known expert on the science and practice of tobacco control and brings years of management 
experience, scientific experience, and commitment to tobacco prevention and control. Dr. Husten 
received her MD degree from the Georgetown University School of Medicine, and her MPH in 
epidemiology from Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health. She is Board Certified 
in both Family Practice and Preventive Medicine. Dr. Husten has more than 75 scientific 
publications on a variety of tobacco topics including tobacco use in various populations, second 
hand smoke, minors’ access, insurance coverage of and treatment of tobacco use, and global 
tobacco use. 

Nicole Lurie, M.D., M.S.P.H. 

Nicole Lurie, M.D., M.S.P.H., is Senior Natural Scientist and the Paul O'Neill Alcoa Professor of 
Health Policy at RAND. Her work for the Center includes helping define a prioritized research 
agenda for preparedness and response activities, and outlining approaches to better link the 
public health and healthcare delivery systems. Before joining RAND, Dr. Lurie was Professor of 
Medicine and Public Health at the University of Minnesota, and most recently, Medical Advisor 
to the Commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Health. From 1998-2001, she served as 
Assistant Secretary of Health in the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). As 
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Health at DHHS, Dr. Lurie had line responsibility for the 
Office of Emergency Preparedness, which included developing emergency response plans at 
state and local levels, including plans for events involving multiple jurisdictions and an influenza 
pandemic. She was involved with flu surveillance and response at a time when hospitals in 
multiple jurisdictions across the country were full, with multiple preparedness and response 
exercises, and with other efforts to directly link public health and health delivery sectors. 
Throughout her career, Dr. Lurie's research has focused on health services, primarily in the areas 
of access to and quality of care, managed care, mental health, prevention, and health disparities. 
She is leading a collaborative effort, centered at RAND, to study the impact of changes in the 
healthcare safety net in the District of Columbia, and to develop a collaborative, public-private 
health data infrastructure for the District and the region.  

J. Michael McGinnis, M.D., M.P.P. 

J. Michael McGinnis, M.D., M.P.P., is Counselor to the President at the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation. He holds degrees in political science, medicine, and public policy from the 
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University of California at Berkeley, UCLA, and Harvard University. For nearly three decades 
he has been a participant in national prevention policy, including a continuous appointment—as 
Assistant Surgeon General and Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health—throughout the Carter, 
Reagan, Bush and Clinton Administrations, from 1977-1995, with responsibility for coordinating 
health promotion and disease prevention activities. Internationally, Dr. McGinnis has held 
leadership positions in 1974-75 to eradicate smallpox in India, and in 1995-96 for the postwar 
reconstruction of the health sector in Bosnia. His academic work has included appointments as 
Scholar-in-Residence at the National Academy of Sciences, and to the faculties of George 
Washington, Princeton, and Duke Universities. He has published numerous papers on health 
policy, public health, preventive medicine, nutrition, and tobacco, and served on various journal, 
scientific, and community boards. He is a member of the Institute of Medicine (IOM), a Fellow 
in the American College of Epidemiology and the American College of Preventive Medicine, 
and has received various public service awards. He is currently a member of the IOM Committee 
on Establishing a National Cord Blood Stem Cell Bank Program and the Roundtable on 
Environmental Health Sciences, Research, and Medicine. His previous service for the National 
Academy of Science includes the Food and Nutrition Board and the Committee on Agricultural 
Biotechnology, Health, and the Environment.  

George A. Mensah, M.D., F.A.C.P., F.A.C.C. 

George A. Mensah, M.D. currently serves as the Acting Director of the National Center for 
Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion within CDC’s Coordinating Center for Health 
Promotion. He was previously the chief of the Cardiovascular Health Branch in the Division of 
Adult and Community Health at CDC. He is a Clinical Professor of Medicine at the Medical 
College of Georgia. Prior to joining the CDC, he was professor with tenure at the Medical 
College of Georgia and Chief of Cardiology at the VA Medical Center in Augusta, Georgia. Dr. 
Mensah graduated with honors in Biology from Harvard College and has a doctorate in medicine 
from Washington University. His postgraduate training in internal medicine and cardiology was 
at the Cornell Medical Center in New York. He has served on the cardiology faculties at 
Vanderbilt University and the Medical College of Georgia. He holds fellowships in the American 
College of Physicians, American College of Cardiology, European Society of Cardiology and the 
Council of Clinical Cardiology of the American Heart Association. 

Christopher Murray, M.D., Ph.D. 

Christopher Murray, M.D., Ph.D., is the Richard Saltonstall Professor of Population Policy, 
Director of the Harvard University Global Health Initiative, and the former Executive Director of 
the Evidence and Information for Policy Cluster at the World Health Organization. He is a 
physician and health economist. His early work focused on tuberculosis control and development 
of the pioneering Global Burden of Disease project at Harvard University. Recently he has 
initiated major new approaches to the measurement of population health, cost-effectiveness 
analysis, and the conceptualization, measurement, and national application of health systems 
performance assessment. He has authored or edited seven books, many book chapters, and more 
than 90 journal articles in internationally peer-reviewed publications. 

James Robins, Ph.D. 
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James Robins, Ph.D., is the Mitchell L. and Robin LaFoley Dong Professor of Epidemiology and 
Biostatistics at the Harvard School of Public Health. The principal focus of Dr. Robins's research 
has been the development of analytic methods appropriate for drawing causal inferences from 
complex observational and randomized studies with time-varying exposures or treatments. Dr. 
Robins has applied his methods to analyze the effect of a non-randomized treatment aerosolized 
pentamidine on the survival of AIDS patients in ACTG Trial 002; the effect of arsenic exposure 
on the mortality experience of a cohort of Montana copper smelter workers; the effect of 
formaldehyde on the respiratory disease mortality of a cohort of U.S. chemical workers; and the 
effect of smoking cessation on subsequent myocardial infarction and death within the MRFIT 
randomized trial.  

Beverly Rockhill, Ph.D. 

Beverly Rockhill, Ph.D., is Assistant Professor of Epidemiology at the University Of North 
Carolina, School of Public Health. Her recent research has focused on evaluating the goodness of 
fit and discriminatory accuracy of breast cancer risk prediction models. She is currently 
extending this quantitative research into the area of breast cancer risk communication; 
specifically, into how to convey epidemiologic findings on risk and risk factors to individuals 
and policymakers. Her future research plans include examination of public attitudes toward, and 
understanding of, health risk messages, including information on the benefits and risks of disease 
screening, and examination of the positive and negative social consequences of a focus on 
individual risk and individual susceptibility for primary prevention strategies directed against 
common cancers. 

Allison B. Rosen, M.D., Sc.D. 

Allison B. Rosen, M.D., Sc.D., is an Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and an Assistant 
Professor of Health Management and Policy at the University of Michigan. She also serves as an 
Attending Physician at the Ann Arbor Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Dr. Rosen is a general 
internist and her research focuses on the impact of benefit structure and design on quality and 
value of healthcare for chronic diseases. Dr. Rosen received her undergraduate training at the 
University of Pennsylvania and medical training at Duke University. After completing her 
residency in internal medicine at the University of California San Francisco, she was an Agency 
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Health Services Research Fellow at the Harvard 
School of Public Health, where she completed her doctoral work in health policy and 
management 

Katherine Rowan, Ph.D. 

Katherine Rowan, Ph.D., is Professor of Communication at George Mason University, Fairfax, 
VA. Her research concerns the public relations challenges of earning trust and explaining 
complexities in risk and crisis communication contexts. Professor Rowan became interested in 
risk communication through studies of science communication in the mass media. She has 
authored or edited over 40 scholarly and governmental publications concerning effective 
methods for earning trust and explaining complex science. During the last 15 years she has given 
presentations on risk and science communication for organizations such as the National Library 
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of Medicine, Agricultural Communicators in Education, the Indiana Arborists, the Garden 
Writers of America, the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the National Academy of Science, and 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

Louise Russell, Ph.D. 

Louise Russell, Ph.D., is Research Professor of Health Economics at Rutgers University. She is 
the author of seven influential books and monographs, including Technology in Hospitals 
(1979); Is Prevention better than Cure? (1986); Medicare's New Hospital Payment System: Is It 
Working? (1989); and Educated Guesses: Making Policy About Medical Screening Tests (1994). 
She has made outstanding contributions to health policy studies, particularly in the areas of 
technical diffusion, prevention, and cost-effectiveness analysis. She has served on major national 
advisory groups, including the first U.S. Preventive Services Task Force sponsored by the 
Department of Health and Human Services (1984-1988), and was Co-Chair of the U.S. Public 
Health Service's Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine (1993-1996). The 
recommendations of the panel, which have been influential in changing the way cost-
effectiveness studies are done in health, were published as a book by Oxford University Press, 
Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine, 1996), and in a series of three articles published in 
the Journal of the American Medical Association in October 1996. She is currently continuing 
her work on cost-effectiveness analysis and on developing and applying a computerized 
simulation model that projects mortality and hospital admissions, nursing home admissions, and 
mortality for a representative sample of U.S. adults. The model has been described in the 
American Journal of Public Health, "Modeling All-Cause Mortality: Projections of the Impact of 
Smoking Cessation Based on the NHEFS," April 1998, and the American Journal of Preventive 
Medicine, "Preventable Smoking and Exercise-Related Hospital Admissions," January 2001.  

Richard Scheines, Ph.D. 

Richard Scheines, Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, 
with dual appointments at the Center for Automated Learning and Discovery and the Human-
Computer Interaction Institute. He received his B.A. in history from Hobart College and joined 
the Carnegie Mellon faculty after receiving his Ph.D. in history and philosophy of science from 
the University of Pittsburgh in 1987. Dr. Scheines' research focuses on the connections between 
causal structure and data, especially social science and behavioral science data. He has 
collaborated for more than two decades with statisticians and computer scientists on a project to 
axiomatize the relationship between causal models and statistical independence to characterize 
what can and cannot be learned about causal claims from statistical data in a variety of empirical 
settings, and to develop and implement algorithms for causal discovery. His research interests 
emphasize the problem of inferring causal relations among latent variables, such as intelligence, 
that cannot be measured directly. He has applied this work to several policy areas, including 
estimating the effects of low-level exposure to lead on the cognitive capacities of children, and 
determining the effects of welfare reform on single mothers and their ability to effectively 
parent. Dr. Scheines currently receives support from the McDonnell Foundation for developing 
online courseware in causal and statistical reasoning. He has co-authored dozens of articles and 
three books on causal inference and causal discovery, and designed an online course in causal 
and statistical reasoning. 
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Donna F. Stroup, Ph.D., M.Sc. 

Donna F. Stroup, Ph.D., M.Sc. is Director of the Coordinating Center Health Promotion at the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). As the first director of the Coordinating 
Center for Health Promotion, established as part of CDC 2004 Futures Initiative, Dr. Stroup 
shares the full responsibility for shaping the policies, plans, and strategies of CDC’s New Center 
for Health Promotion, comprised of the National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and 
Health Promotion (NCCDPHP), The National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental 
Disabilities, and the Office of Genomics and Disease Prevention. This major operating unit of 
CDC plans, directs, and coordinates national and international programs addressing chronic 
diseases, disabilities, and birth defects, which account for more than 70% of all deaths and for 
more than 75% of the nation’s $1.4 trillion medical care costs. Her current position makes her 
the highest ranking statistician at CDC. Previously, Dr. Stroup served as Associate Director for 
Science for NCCDPHP and for the Epidemiology Program Office (EPO). Before that, she was 
on the statistics faculty of three universities. An internally recognized expert in public health 
epidemiology and surveillance, Dr. Stroup has been appointed to academic and government 
positions in France, Trinidad, China, and England. She has received awards from, and has helped 
direct, numerous organizations dealing with epidemiology and statistics, and she is widely 
published in the areas of research synthesis, methods for detection of aberration in public health 
data, risk communication, and assessment of research impact. She is a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa, a Fellow of the American Statistical Association, an elected member of the American 
Epidemiologic Society, and an Honorary Member of the Epidemic Intelligence Service, the first 
woman ever accorded this honor. Dr. Stroup continues to advise the CDC team that in 1998 won 
the government-wide Group Award for Outstanding Service to the Public for developing a 
curriculum to improve students’ scientific and quantitative literacy by teaching epidemiology 
from kindergarten through high schools. 

Michael A. Stoto, Ph.D. 

Michael A. Stoto, Ph.D., is a Biostatistician and Epidemiologist with research interests in a 
variety of topics related to the use of statistical data and quantitative analysis in public health 
policy. His research interests include methodological topics in epidemiology, biostatistics, and 
demography, community health assessment, risk analysis and management, and the evaluation of 
public health interventions as well as substantive issues in public health policy and practice. As 
Associate Director of the RAND Center for Domestic and International Health Security, Dr. 
Stoto has helped develop RAND's efforts in bioterrorism, focusing on surveillance and other 
public health issues. He is an Adjunct Professor of Biostatistics at the Harvard School of Public 
Health and a Professor of Policy Analysis at RAND Graduate School. He has served on the 
faculty of Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government, and on the professional staff of the 
Institute of Medicine. He holds a Ph.D. in statistics from Harvard University. 

Michael Thun, M.D. 

Michael Thun, M.D., is Vice President for Epidemiology & Surveillance Research at the 
American Cancer Society. He has served in that position since 1998, overseeing both cancer 
surveillance and analyses of large cohort studies on the causes and prevention of cancer. He is 
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the author of nearly 200 publications, book chapters, books, and published proceedings. His 
research covers a wide range of issues within cancer epidemiology, with particular emphasis on 
the epidemiology of tobacco-attributable diseases and the potential of NSAIDs as anti-cancer 
agents. 

Daniel Wikler, Ph.D. 

Daniel Wikler, Ph.D., is Professor of Ethics and Population Health Department of Population 
and International Health’s at Harvard School f Public Health. Dr. Wikler’s current research 
interests are ethical issues in population and international health, including the allocation of 
health resources, health research involving human subjects, and ethical dilemmas arising in 
public health practice. He served as the first Staff Ethicist for the World Health Organization, 
and remains a consultant to several WHO programs. Prof. Wikler was co-founder and second 
president of the International Association of Bioethics and has served on the advisory boards of 
the Asian Bioethics Association and the Pan American Health Organization Regional Program in 
Bioethics. Professor Wikler is presently co-director of the Program on Ethical Issues in 
International Health Research at the School of Public Health.  

 

Professor Wikler’s published work addresses many issues in bioethics, including issues in 
reproduction, transplantation, and end-of-life decision-making in addition to population and 
international health.. His book series, Studies in Philosophy and Health Policy, was published by 
Cambridge University Press, as was From Chance to Choice: Genetics and Justice, co-authored 
by Prof. Wikler and three other philosophers. While at the World Health Organization, he 
instituted an international collaboration among philosophers and economists on ethical, 
methodological, and philosophical issues raised by WHO’s work in measurement of the global 
burden of disease and in developing methods for improving health resource allocation. He will 
be a core faculty member in the new Harvard Program in Ethics and Health and participates in 
faculty research and curriculum development groups on such issues as disparities in health status 
and the impact of corruption and fraud on public health. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

David Allison, 
University of Alabama, School of Public 
Health  
David Atkins, 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
Rachel Ballard-Barbash,  
National Cancer Institute 
Georges Benjamin, 
American Public Health Association 
Steven Blair,  
Cooper Institute 
Barbara Bowman,  
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion 
Robert Brewer,  
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion 
Graham Colditz,  
Harvard School of Public Health, 
Richard Cooper,  
Loyola University, Medical Center 
Sean Cucchi,  
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion 
Maureen Culbertson,  
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion 
William Dietz,  
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion 
Harvey Fineberg, 
President, Institute of Medicine 
Eric Finkelstein,  
Research Triangle Institute 
Katherine Flegal,  
CDC, National Center for Health Statistics 
Mitchell Gail,  
National Cancer Institute, Biostatistics 
Branch 

Julie Gerberding,  
Director, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention 
Stan Glantz,  
University of San Francisco School of 
Medicine 
Marthe Gold,  
University of New York Medical School 
Steve Goodman,  
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine 
Barry Graubard,  
National Cancer Institute 
Philip Huang,  
Texas Department of Health 
Corrine Husten,  
CDC, Office of Smoking and Health 
Randy Katsoyannis, 
 CDC , Washington Office 
Kathleen Koehler,  
Food and Drug Administration 
Lawrence Lewin,  
Consultant 
Nicole Lurie,  
RAND 
Jennifer Madans,  
CDC, National Center for Health Statistics 
Stephen Marcus,  
National Cancer Institute 
Jim Marks,  
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
Linda Martin,  
Institute of Medicine,  
Rose Marie Martinez, 
Institute of Medicine 
David Matchar, 
Duke University 
Chris Maylahn,  
New York State Health Department 
Lynn McAfee,  
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Council on Size and Weight Discrimination 
J. Michael McGinnis,  
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
Danny McGoldrick,  
Tobacco Free Kids 
Betsy McKay,  
Wall Street Journal 
Matthew McKenna,  
CDC, National Center for HIV,STD, and TB 
Prevention 
George A. Mensah, 
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion 
Linda Meyers, 
Institute of Medicine 
Ali Mokdad,  
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion 
Christopher Murray, 
Harvard School of Public Health 
Glen Nowak,  
CDC, National Immunization Program 
Terry Peschacek,  
CDC, Office of Smoking and Health 
Kenneth Powell,  
Georgia State Division of Public Health 
James Robins, 
Harvard School of Public Health 
Beverly Rockhill,  
University of North Carolina 
Allison Rosen, University of Michigan 
Katherine Rowan,  
George Mason University 

Louise Russell,  
Rutgers University 
Eileen Salinsky,  
National Health Policy Forum 
Richard Scheines, 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Josh Sharfstein,  
Staff, House Committee on Government 
Reform 
Jane A. Sisk,  
CDC, National Center for Health Statistics 
Dixie Snider,  
CDC, Office of the Director 
Ed Sondik,  
CDC, National Center for Health Statistics 
Michael Stoto,  
RAND 
Donna Stroup,  
CDC, Coordinating Center for Health 
Promotion 
Steve Thacker,  
CDC, Epidemiology Program Office 
Michael Thun,  
American Cancer Society 
Daniel Wikler,  
Harvard School of Public Health 
G. David Williamson,  
CDC, Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry 
David Williamson,  
CDC, National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion
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APPENDIX D 
 

ACRONYM LIST 

AAF Alcohol-attributable fraction  
ACLS Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study 
ARDI Alcohol-related Disease Impact 
BFMI Body Fat Mass Index 
BMI Body Mass Index 
BRFSS Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System 
CAUSE Confidence, Awareness, Understanding, Satisfaction, Enactment 
CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
CHD Coronary Heart Disease 
CPS Cancer Prevention Study 
DALYs Disability-adjusted life years 
DSM-IV Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, 4th Edition 
FFMI Fat-free Mass Index 
HALYs Health-adjusted life years 
HRQOL Health-related quality of life 
HUI Health Utilities Index 
ICD International Classification of Diseases 
IOM Institute of Medicine 
LDL  Low-density Lipoprotein 
MEPS Medical Expenditure Panel Survey 
NHANES National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 
NHIS National Health Interview Survey 
PAF Population Attributable Fraction 
PKU Phenylketonuria  
QALYs Quality-adjusted Life Years 
RR  Relative Risk 
SAMMEC Smoking-Attributable Mortality, Morbidity, and Economic Costs 
SBP Systolic Blood Pressure 
WHO World Health Organization 
YHLs Years of Healthy Life 
YPLL Years of Productive Life Lost 
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